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Curlin, Ward Top Of List
For State Highway Post
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THE NEWS

W. T.(Bill) Curlin, a former Commissioner of KenFulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, August 25, 1960
tucky's Highway Department and a native Fulton Coun- Volume Twenty-Nine
tian, together with Henry Ward, executive director of
Children's Pictures To Be Taken Free
Louisville Chamber of Commerce and former Commisof
Conservation
sioner
are the two men being most serSeptember 3; Published'In County News
iously considered for the past of Commissioner of Highwant some addiways, the position to be vacated by Earle C. Clements on THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS en. Those who
has invited a photographer to tional prints may obtain a limited
September 1. The information was given to the News by come to The News office on Sat- number by arrangement with the
an unimpeachable source in State Government.
urday, Sept. 3, to take pictures studio representative when they
Mr. Curlin, who rendered disof the babies and young children select the pose they want printed
The 13 county and five city school districts of this
Mr. Clements, whose resignation in the area, for the purpose of be- In the paper. It is entirely up to
tinguished service as
former
area
will receive a total of $6,915,672 from the state durGovernor
them.
was
announced
by
the
commissioner is well known and
ing published lift this newspaper.
beloved in Fulton and the State of last week is leaving the highly This has bees the custom of The
The News simply wants pictures ing the coming school year, compared with a total of $4,Kentucky. He is presently gen- sensitive position to take an ac- News for seeeral years, as the ser- of all the youngsters and the more, 576,709 received by the same districts last year and reeral manager of the Kentucky tive part in the national campaign ies of children's pictures have the better.
presents an increase of 66.2 per cent in this year's state
Concrete Pipe Company. Mr. for Jack Kennedy for President proved very popular among our
Appointments may be made by
viceand
Lyndon
Johnson
for
payments.
readers.
Ward, who is presently serving as
calling the Fulton County News,
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Area County, City Schools To Get
$6,915,672 In Funds From Slate

the chairman of the State Parks
Advisory Commission said earlier
this week in no uncertain terms
that he is neither a candidate, an
applicant nor available for the
job. He has been offered many
high ranking positions in the administration of Governor Bert T.
Combs, but has steadfastly refused
to c.acept them.
Although the names of Rumsey
Taylor. Smith Broadbent and Jack
Reynolds have been prominently
mentioned as being possible candictates for the important state appointment. the source revealed the
names of Curtin and Ward are top
on the list.
Former Governor Lawrence W.
Wetherby has been mentioned in
some newspaper reports as• possible candidate for the commissionership. However, Mr. Wetherby
it secretary of the Democratic
Central Committee and has a
lucrative Frankfort law practice.

president. The former governor
and Senator is a long time close
friends and political ally of the
Senate majority leader.
In view of the categorical statement made earlier this week by
Mr. Ward that he would not consider the appointment, the News
was informed that Mr. Curlin
could have the position if he wanted it. Sources close to the ,3overnor indicated that Combs is anxious to appoint a man to the posttion who has experience in governmental affairs and who has a
knowledge of the vast scope of
Kentucky's highway program.
Mr. Curtin has made no statement whether he would accept the
position if offered. He has thousands of friends all over Kentucky
who are urging him to take the
position when it is offered, and
the News has learned that he is
being given equal consideration
for the post with Mr. Ward.

All mothers in the area are invited to bring their children to
The News office on Sept. 3 and
have their their children's pictures taken free. There is no obligation, but the children must be
accompanied by a parent.
The photographer will be at The
News officeirom 10 a. m. to 5
p. m.
There is no charge to the parents. There are absolutely no
strings to this invitation. Parents
do not have to be subscribers, nor
even readers of this newspaper to
take advantage of this feature.
Neither are they obligated to purchase pictures after they are tak-

Westpheling On
Tourist Board

Gov. Bert Combs has appointed
95 members of the advisory committee of the Kentucky Tourist
and Travel Commission, including
five Western Kentuckians.
They are Bill Powell and Russell
Chittenden of Paducah, Paul WestpheLing of Fulton. and Tom Wood
and F. E. Lackey, both of Hopkinsville.
view Hospital for treatment. ConAn aide emphasized today that
stable Adams said doctors were
sure the little boy would be all the list was incomplete and that
other names will be added later.
right.

Colored Woman,Believed Insane
Tries To Kill Members Of Family
South Fulton Constable John
Adams was called to the home of
Harry Slaton, colored, who lives
or the Whitish l farm, Monday
night about 9 o'clock, when Slaton's step-daughter, Princy Mae
Maryweather of Missouri, was reported to be trying to kill members of her family.
The 26-year-old Missouri colored woman was being held down on
a bed by members of her family,
when Constable Adams and his
brother. South Fulton Policeman
James Adams arrived at the home
West of Fulton.
She admitted trying to kill her
young son, about Owe-year-old, by
giving him a dose of "Real Kill"
fly spray, according to Adams. She
had also tried to kill other members of her family with a knife
and one man was slightly cut on
the hand.
The child was rushed to Hill-

Charles Walker
Joins Saa-Democrat
Charles
Walker, 26-year-old
former employe of newspapers in
Fulton Bowling Green and in Key
West, ha.. has joined the staff of
The Sun-Democrat, Paducah.
Walker will be an advertising
seleeman.
He goes to The Sun-Democrat
from Key West where for two
years he worked in a similar capacity for the Key West Citizen.
Before going to Florida he worked 'n the advertising department
of the Park City Daily News in
Bowling Green.
Walker was formerly employed
by a Fulton daily newspaper.
A native of South Fulton, Tenn.,
Walker moved to Bowling Green
with his family when he was four
yeprs old.
He was educated in the school
system of Bowling Green and for
two years attended Western Kentucky State College.
Walker spent 111 months in the
U. S:
. Army Signal Corps as a
cryptographer, stationed at Camp
Gordon, Ga.

The colored woman was taken to Meunier
Transferring
the South Fulton jail and Tuesday
morning transferred to the Obion To New Position
County jail -Constable Adams said
Charles Meunier of Hickman is
he believed that the woman was transferring
to a new position on
insane and he would try to have Sept. 3
to work with conservation
her committed to an institution.
in New Madrid, Mo.
Mr. Meunier, who has worked
with the soil conservation service
in Fulton County for the past eight
years, was given a farewell dinner
last week and was presented a
gift by Charles Wright, chairman
of the county Soil Conservation
District.

Western Union
Granted Rate
Increase By FCC

Telegrams and telegraphed money orders will cost an average of
eight per cent more. starting Wednesday.
The Federal Communications
Commission approved the higher
rates Monday at the request of the
Western Union Telegraph Co.
The rate increase will boost the
cost of a 15-word telegram by 5cents a 50-word day letter by 10
cents. A 50-word night letter will
cost an average of 10 cents more.
Money orders will cost 5 cents
more for amounts under $100.
The FCC ruled that Western
Union needs the additional revenue which the new rates will bring
in to offset wage increases already
in effect.

Fair Queen Contest
Postponed Until Sept. 3

A downpour of rain early Saturday evening caused postponement of the Purchase Fair Queen
contest at Mayfield. The contest
has been rescheduled for Saturday
evening, Sept. 3, according to officials of the Business di Professional Women's Club, sponsors of
the event.
The heavy rain left the track
very muddy, and B. di P. W. officials deemed it advisable to postpone the contest.
A total of ninety-two beautiful
girls have been entered in the contest. Miss Mary Ann Jones was
ADOPTS FINANCIAL PROGRAM queen of the 1959 Fair.
The First Baptist hurch of South
Fulton recently adopted a sound
program of finance in order to
hula' an addition to the present
church building so that the church
will be able to accomodate the increasing attendance.
By Guide Jewell
With a near accident, getting
lost in Pittsburg, and having to
—Jottings
drive late in rain storms two
from
nights looking for suitable motels,
The Powers-That-Be must have
thought that we Jeweils had had
enough bad luck for one vacation
trip, and upon crossing into Canada sent Lady Luck smiling our
way in the person of Dr. E. F.
"Ted" Towcock, a handsome young
Canadian.
Mother and Daddy, Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Jewell, and I left Fulton
on Saturday morning, August 8,
headed for Canada, on a twoNo column today. The week has weeks' vacation.
Near Pete Lights Spring, I albeen full of many projects and
hard work. I'll visit with you next most had an accident, which
week and tell you about my visit scared us all half to death. Our
first stop of interest to me was at
at the State penitentiary.

Nn. L. Johnson
Funeral services for Mrs. Litter
Johnson, who died at her home in
Alton, Ill., were held at Mt Pleasant Church of Christ Wednesday
afternoon at 2. Burial, under direction of Jackson Brothers, was
in the church cemetery. She
was 62.

George Cunningham
George S. Cunningham, 49, died
at 8:30 p. m. Saturday at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Garvin Watts,
Water Valley, route 2, following an
extended illness.
He leaves the following brothers
and sisters: Mrs. Watts, Mrs. Raymond Via. Water Valley, route 2,
Mrs. Robert Sanderson, Paducah,
Cash Cunningham. Water Valley,
route
2, Owen
Cunningham,
Evansville, W. B. Cunningham,
Wingo, Floyd Cunningham, Hopkinsville, and Doss Cunningham,
Wingo.
Funeral services were conducted
at 2:30 p. m. Tues. at Little Obion
Baptist Church by the Rev. Bill
Bowden, the Rev. R. B. Cope, and
the Rev. L. W. Carlin. Burial was
in the church cemetery. Hopkins
Brown and Buck Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Pallbearers were Robert unningham. Carl Cunningham, Donald
Via, James Cunningham, Clifford
Torian and Doss Cunningham, Jr.

Phone 470, Fulton, Ky.

Crowd Attends
Scrimmage Here
A large crowd attended the
scrimmage Tuesday night at 7:30
at Memorial Stadia:la between the
Fulton Bulldogs sad the Union
City football team
Several out-or-town coaches
were present for scouting purposes.
Mansfield Martin, Fulton High
principal, said today that he would
like to thank the local merchants
for selling the Fulton High football season tickets. Those who desire tickets may purchase them
now at the high school. Student
season tickets will be on sale at
the school after school opens, Mr.
Martin said. For tickets call 697.
Head Coach Ckester Caddas
said today that he was well pleased with the results of the scrimmage.
The first Bulldog football game
will be played here the night of
Sept. 2, with Russellville.

Business Meeting- Of School Friday
The first business meeting of the
FidcPW sponsored Interior Decorating School will be held Friday
night at 7:30 at the K. U. auditoriurn.
All those who have enrolled in
the school are asked to be present.
The registration fee of $1.00 will
be paid at that time, and it will be
decided when and at what time
the classes will be held.

Its.Ita L Allow

The higher school payments
were made possible by the new
three per cent sales tax which
went into effect July 1.
Superintendent of Public Instruction Wendell P. Butler said the
tentative allotment for all of Ken-

Local Ladies Ask Combs
To Repair East State Line
A delegation of Fulton ladies called on Governor
Bert Combs at his "mobile Capitol" in Mayfield on Tuesday and came away encouraged and impressed with
Kentucky's chief executive. Headed by Representative
Joe Treas, Mesdames Herbie Hunt, Jr., Max McDade,
Jr., Felix Gossum, Jr., Bobby Scates and John Joe
Campbell, the ladies urged the Governor to wide and
repair East State Line road. Preliminary surveying on
the road was done during the campaign days last year
and promised to be repaired as a certainty before the
end of the Chandler Administration.
A member of the delegation told
the News that the Governor was
immensely cordial, attentive and
sympathetic and told the ladies
he would give every attention to
the project. The ladies pointed out
to the Governor that more than
100 school children in the immediate area travel the road each day
and the narrow bridge, the lack of
curbs and gutters and the general
condition of the road make transportating school children a daily
hazard.
East State Line Road, from the
Martin Highway to the far end of
the Country Club Courts has long
been discussed among local citizens
as to its need for repair. It became a local campaign issue among
the forces opposing the present
Administration in Frankfort and
was promised as a definite completion "whether elected or not."
Surveying work was done on the
project, but it got no further than
that.
The road is a heavily traveled
State road project. Being the easiest approach to Murray, and a
main farm to market by-way, it is

Mrs. Ola B. Belew of Crutchfield, Route 1, died at her home
Sunday at 7 p. m., after an illness
of several years. She was 78.
Mrs. Belew as born in Fulton
County Dec. 28, 1882 and was a
housewife. She had lived in the
community all her life. She was
married to Clarence Bellew on
Oct. 20, 1901. She was the daughter of the late Dee and Ida Mae
Burton Wade.
Besides her husband, she leaves
two sons, Cecil and Charles BelEdgar Taylor, a resident of
lew, both of Crutchfield, Route 1;
three daughters, Mrs. Finis Van-, Obion County most of his life, died
cil of Fulton, Mrs. Jack Covington Monday afternoon while en route
of Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Tommy from his home in the Terrell comFrizell of Mound City, Ill.; two sis- munity to a Fulton. Ky., hospital
ters, Mrs. Wille Murdaugh of after a heart attack. He was 67.
Services were held at 2:30 WedSelmer, Tenn., and Mrs. Edna
Brown of Crutchfield; 10 grand- nesday afternoon in the Whitechldren and 10 great-grandchild- Ranson Funeral Home Chapel. The
ren; several nieces and nephews. Rev. George McElwain of Dyer, ofOne sister, Miss Jessie Wade, is ficiated and burial was in Fremont Cemetery, west of Union
deceased.
City.
Funeral services were held at 3
Mr. Taylor operated a grocery
p. m. Tuesday at the Hornbeak
store in the Terrell community.
Funeral Home chapel here. The
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Clara
Rev. Frank Clements of Elbridge,
Pierce Taylor, and a sister, Mrs.
Tenn., officiated. Burial was in
Lulu T. Patterson, of Como, Miss.
Union Cemetery.

Edgar Taylor

APPOINTED TO FAIR BOARD
TALLER POLES
K. U. workmen were busy Wednesday removing the K. U. poles
near the Commercial Avenue
bridge and replacing taller ones.
making room for work to begin
on the construction of a new
bridge across Harris Fork Creek.

Gov. Bert Combs has named
Jacob H. Graves, Lexington cattle
breeder and banker, a member of
the State Fair Board. Graves fills
the term, expiring Dec. 12, 1961,
of H. G. Whittenberg, Louisville,
who resigned to show saddle horses at the State Fair.

Lady Luck Smiles On Jeweils Vacationing In Canada

-TO'S

I

Note Book

Lincoln's Memorial National Park,
where the cabin in which Abe was
born, is located. This is near Hodgensville, Ky.
Near Elizabethtown a bad rain
storm set in and at Bardstown we
started looking for a motel.
The next place of interest to me
Ky., Daniel
was Blue Lick,
Boone's old stomping grounds.
We crossed the river at Maysville and spent the first night,
Saturday night, at a friendly little
river town, Hillsboro, Ohio.
The drive through Ohio the
next day was delightful. The
country-side was beautiful, similar
to the Lexington, Ky., area with
the pretty white fences everywhere and large picnic areas by
the highway—although we never
used these, as we like to stop in

restaurants.
Sunday night was spent in
Pittsburgh, where I got lost and
had to ask my way.
Monday we continued our journey through Pennsylvania and
once in the coal mining area, I
had to stop the car to let the rescue squad cross the highway in
front of me. We reasoned that
there must have been an accident
in one of the mines.
The next state we traveled
through up to Lake Erie was New
York, and at Niagra Falls, crossed
the river into Canada.
At customs they only asked us
a few questions and that was all.
Upon arriving in Niagra Falls,
Canada. we accidentally met Dr.
Ted Twocock and he went with
us to find lodging for the night.

tucky's 211 public school districts
Is $93,000,000—an increase of more
than $30,000,000 over last year's
total.
To qualify for maximum allotments set up by the state, the local
school districts will have to put

"No Vacancy" signs were out at
all the motels, then he took us to
Falls View Hotel, which was owned by a patient of his, and there
we got the last two rooms left.
Ted, that's what he told us to
call him, said that if he hadn't
found us a place he would have
taken us home with him. He lived
in a large house over a hundred
years old nearby. He said that he
would be free the next day until
4 p. m. and said that he would be
glad to show us the sights in
Niagra Falls.
The next morning Ted met us
and stayed with us all day showing us all the sights. He had been
a candidate for a federal office in
Parliament, so was known by
everyone and as we made the
Continued on Page Four

up at least $45,873,310 of their own
tax revenues during the coming
year, Mr. Butler said.
The state and local district contributions, plus an additional sum
put up by the state in "guarantees" to 29 local districts, will finance this year a foundation program costing $138,850,329.
Local districts last year put $43,958,175 of their own revenues into
the school foundation program.
Allocations by the state under
this year's program include:
For instructional salaries, at
least $88,307,670, compared with
$68,298,526 last year.
For current operation expenses, $22,529,700, compared with
$14,720,340.
For capital outlay in local districts, $15,019,800, compared with
$9,579,240.
For local transportation, $8,486,603 compared with $6,843,200.
Guarantees to districts, $14,506,555, compared with $6,843,200.
The new foundation program
guarantees that every district will
get at least $120 per child in average daily attendance, less certain
adjustments.
Four county and five city school
districts in this area will receive
increases under the new foundation of 50 to 75 per cent. They are:
City—Benton, Fulton, Mayfield,
Murray and Paducah.
County — Ballard, Caldwell,
Carlisle and Hickman.
Fulton County schools this year
will receive $314,479, while last
year they only received $217,524
making an increase of $104,795.
The Fulton city schools will receive $103,319, while last year
only $68,315, making an increase of
$35,004.

used as much as any other highway in the Fulton vicinity. Some
sections of the road are so narrow
that two-way traffic is often difficult. Parents of school children
are extremely apprehensive to
have them go to school on their
bicycles because of the congestion
on the road.
In discussing the matter with
the highway, engineer in the
Combs' coterie at Mayfield the
ladies learned that as soon as
Charlie Whitlock, farmer of the
money becomes available the pro- Ralston community and father of
ject will be given top priority.
Mrs. Robert Graham of Fulton,
died Saturday night at the Weak'
ley County Hospital. He was 87.
MISS GIFFORD SPEAKS
Funeral services were held
Mss Chloe Gifford, immediate Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
past presidet of the General Fed- the Doug Murphy Funeral Home
eration of Women's Clubs, will in Martin. The Rev. W. G. Adams
speak at the First Governor's Con- and the Rev. A. M. McLeod ofference on Aging at Louisville ficiated. Burial was in East Side
Sept. 1-2. Miss Gifford, who is a
Cemetery.
member of the National Advisory
Mr. Whitlock was a Methodist
Committee to the White House and had served as steward of the
Conference on Aging, will speak at Ralston Methodist Church for
a
the Sept. 1 buffet dinner. Gov. great number of years. He
was
Bert Combs has invited 4,000 formerly a magistrate in the
WeakKentuckians interested in the ley County Court.
problems of aging citizens to atBesides his daughter, he leaves
tend the conference at the Uni- his wife, Mrs. Fann Whitlock of
versity of Louisville.
Ralston; two other daughters, Mrs.
Robert Riddle and Mrs. Hassell
RECEIVE MONEY FROM TVA
Ross of Martin; a granddaughter,
Fulton County schools will re- Mrs. R. L.
Hitchcock of Louisville;
ceive $47.56 from the Tennessee two
grandchildren, Dee Ann and
Valley Authority this year.
Robert Lee Hitchcock, both of
LAST WEDNESDAY CLOSING Louisville; a sister, Mrs. Lucy
Lyon of Martin. He reared a
Next Wednesday, August 31,
nephew, Dr. David F. Whitlock of
will be the last Wednesday afJackson, Tenn., and a niece, Mrs.
ternoon for the local stores to
Mary Louise Richeson of Montclose this summer.
gomery, Ala.
REMINDS FARMERS

Charlie Whitlock

Chairman Vaughn of the Obion
County Agricultural Stabilzation
and Conservation committee today reminded farmers with land
in the Conservation Reserve of
their conttnuing responsiblty to refain from using this land for
grazintir harvesting any crop
Drive carefully, Kentucky is full
from i uring the contract period. of Democrats.

LITTLE
PHOEBE

ANSWERS

TO YOUR TAX

QUESTIONS
IIIBY WILLIAM E. SCENT
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
Q. When a wholesaler sells an
item at "wholesale, does the tax
apply?
A. Yes. If the sale is made to the
consumer of the Plop= tY told, ths
sale is taxable regardless of prima
Q. Will the sales tax apply to
sales of used equipment?
A. Yes, the tax applies to the
cash difference.
Q. Are gifts and premiums given
by retailers subject to the tax?
A. Yes. The tax applies when the
retailer purchases the gifts and
premiums since they are not purchased for resale.
Q. Will the use tax apply to articles purchased by a retailer under a resale certificate which he
personally uses?
A. Yes. The cost of the goods
consumed must be included on his
monthly reporting form and the
use tax paid thereon.

Q. What is a resale certificate?
A. A resale certificate is a statement signed by the purchaser to
the effect that the property purchased by him is for resale.
Q. Who can issue a resale certificate?
A. Only Retail Sales and Use
Tax Permit holders who are buying to resell and farmers who are
making purchases of insecticides,
etc. and hay baling supplies may
execute these certificates.
Q. Is the farmer required to hold
a permit for the sale of farm products to the consumer?
A. Yes.
Q. When purchasing several items
at one time, does the sales tax apply to each item purchased, or to
the toal amount paid for all items?
A. The tax applies to the total
amount paid for all items.

Controversial Earle Clements Leaves Kentucky's
Political Scene With A Record Of Great Service
its highway program and overlooked
The resignation of Earle C. Clemthe hazards he would encounter with
ants as commissioner of the Departgrasping and omnipresent patronthe
was
ment of Highways.of Kentucky
seekers. He encountered those
age
thousands
met with mixed feelings by
that's for sure, but he made
problems,
the
known
of Kentuckians who have
in putting Kentucky to
strides
great
elected
controversial public figure in
the front in its highway building proUnited
offices from county Judge to
gram.
served
States Senator. A man who has
many
It is not popular to say "no" to a
so
in so many positions for
a
boss. It is not popular to cut
political
accumulated
years, naturally has
political influence from perand
well.
jobs
as
enemies
host of friends and
seek and live for nothing
among
who
sons
question
It is a debatable
Clements long ago reMr.
But
else.
whether
Kentucky
political leaders in
from the popularity
himself
his
moved
outnumber
friends
Mr. Clements'
to build a
determined
was
and
in
arena
opinion
the
whatever
enemies, but
plancareful
The
greater Kentucky.
that quarter no one can deny the fact
put
he
programs
expansive
ning
,the
inthat Earle Clements is no ordinary
the
departhighway
in
effect
be
into
dividual. And in this light it can
ment, and the other programs he put
understood why Mr. Clements has
effect while an elected and apinto
extraordinbeen the target for some
official in Kentucky will alpointed
Some
quarters.
ary criticism in many
a monument to his vision.
be
ways
a
but
sure,
of it was justified, we are
resulted
have
not always agreed with
criticism
We
great deal of that
eagerof
We have thought too,
hundreds
Mr.
Clements.
from the fact that
AdminisCombs
Combs took office,
since
Governor
the
beavers close to
disappointed
that
Mr.
perhaps
Clements' presence
keenly
tration were
headlong
dive
the
on
state
scene was overpolitical
not
could
when they
which
barrel,
that Govreal
program
the
pork
shadowing
political
into the
identified
been
Wilson
Lt.-Gov.
and
Combs
ernor
always
almost
has
may
It
department.
for
Kentucky.
are
proposing
Wyatt
highway
the
with
Not because we thought that Mr. Clebe that some of them did, we cannot
obvious
is
it
but
ments
was a hindrance to that prothat,
of
judge
the
be
gram, far from it, but because many
that many others did not and could
malcontents were undermining the
not wallow in the patronage barrel
Governor's program simply to vent
and started a concerted drive to get
their animosity on Earle Clements.
the former Senator's neck. It is possiAnybody in public life knows
ble that the leaders of that political
that you canndt;please all the people
varfare may be claiming victory at
all the time. We've come to the sad
his departure from the sensitive posicommissioner.
----conclusion
that you can't please half
highway
tion as
have
and
differently
the
people
half the time. Ministers
believe
We
knowledge
reasonable
know
it;
magistrates,
county judges,
than
more
a
elected officials know it. And goodthat Mr. Clements has never lost his
ness knows newspaper and radio peokeen interest in the national political
ple know it better than anybody else.
scene nor his devotion to his old time,
But when the history of this great
long time friend Lyndon Johnson.
Commonwealth is recorded for posStrong pressure has been brought to
terity, a tremendous amount of the
bear on him to get into the pre-conprogress and development of the low
vention activities for Mr. Johnson, but
lands and the bluegrass, the mounwhatever his enemies may claim, notains and the rolling hills, will be
body can doubt his love and devotion
knew
He
in.
stayed
credited inexorably to controversial
he
so
to Kentucky,
a
was
Department
Earle Clements, loved and hated by
Highway
that the
thousands of Kentuckians who today
lifficult, yet a challenging task to unand in the future reap the benefits of
iertake. He knew that in spite of his
his labors.
tnemies Kentucky was far lacking in
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McNattari

"Did 1 mention, Argyle, that the man I pick for
vice president must be tactful?"

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock—
August 23, 1940
Much interest is being taken in
the Ken-Tenn Exposition which
opened here Thursday with the
Annual Farm Bureau Picnic, and
4-H Club Shows.
- J. C. Anderson of Henderson,
Tenn., has been in Fulton for the
past few days supervising the erection of his skating rink here at
the Fairfield baseball park. This
is a practically new rink, and has
been operating at the Lake View
park in Jackson, Tenn.
Samuel Dean Campbell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Campbell of
Fulton, has been appointed by the
U. S. Maritime Commission as
engine cadet to the S. S. Delbrasil,
operating by the Mississippi Shipping Company.
R. A. Mabry. of Cayce community, who recently secured his
B. S. degree from Western Normal
at Bowling Green, has accepted a
position as teacher of the SmithHughes agricultural course in the
Rineyville school, 18 miles from
Louisville. He left last week to assume his new duties.
Miss Sara Pickle spent this
week in Tiptonville, the guest of
Miss Dorothy Lee Downing.
South Fulton

high

school will

begin its fall term Monday, Sept.
2, it was announced this week by
W. H. Cravens, principal.
A burglar broke out the front
plate glass window of Meacham
and Hutchens Grocery Monday
night and stole some cigarettes
and butter.
The C & E. cafe and dance pavilion, located near the passenger
station is one of the popular dancing and eating places of this vicinity. Cars can be seen parked there
In large numbers most any night of
the week. and "Happy" Wilson has
made many friends since he took
over this business.

same right, has seen proper to regard the stealing of a Negro as
perfectly innocent . . ." The letter
went on to say that "neither state
has the right to interfere with the
rights of another state. Therefore,
Ohio has no right to interfere
with the rights of a Tennessee
slave owner. . ."
This touched upon a sore spot
in the South, and talking about it
did no good for peace between the
States. To the idea-boundslave
holder, sure that slavery was God's
will, the action of the Governor
of Ohio was like saying: -We will
tell you what you can own and
can't own." To the slave-owners,
investing in slaves was like investing in land, cattle, oil-stock,
or buying shares in a railroad.
The exchange of letters between
the two Governors was just another step to secession and armed
conflict.

States as slaves.)
Even after a hundred years, and
no matter how we feel about slavery. we get a grins chuckle from
the following story. Sailors of former days always feared shipwreckers, .the people who made
their living from wrecked ships.
Such people were not satisfied to
allow a ship to wreck through natural causes, but often would
board such a ship and kill the crew
so they could steal the cargo without hindrance. There were many
such ship-wreckers in the islands
of the Carribbean, and some of
them lived on the island of Tortola.
In July many newspapers published without comment, an incident
which was supposed to have lust
happened at Tortola.
An American ship," said the
news, "flew the flag of distress,
which of course attracted many
boats of colored men . . . wreckers.. who hurried out to the ship
hoping to secure property. 21 of
the colored men were invited
aboard. inveigled to the lower part
of the ship to take refreshments,
then their boats were cut loose,
the ship lowered the distress
signals, and made sail for somewhere else. It is supposed that the
men will be slipped into some
Southern port and sold as slaves."
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Al the Same time, southern editors were warning their readers
"abolition" Bibles. In Henderson,
Texas, a book-agent had sold several copies of the "Cottage Bible."
"This edition of the Bible," warned the editors. "was prepared by
an abolitionist. It has coploui
notes whenever these notes can be
made to bear on the slavery question, and they evtdentlY are not
fitted For the South" At HenderHEROES
son, the agent was required to take
The idol of today pushes the
back all the copies he had sold
and leave for the North at once. hero of yesterday out of our re-collection; and will, in turn, be sup(He was lucky to get away.)
planted by his successor of tomorOn July 19, 860, came news from row.
Key West that the ship Castilian
—Washington Irving.
sent about by the "Colonization
Society" sailed for Africa with 500
caputred
Negroes. The freed
Africans would be landed at Cap,
NOTICE: Car Owners/
Mount Africa, said the paper. AnBUY YOUR SEAT
other ship, the South Shore, would
leave "soon with 353 on board."
COVERS at
July 11, the St. Louis papers reported that in Mobile the steamer
Clothilde with 124 Africans aboard
Installed Free
arrived, and "immediately
a
steamboat took them up the
river." (Evidently the Clothilde
had sneaked through the blockage,
Prop
and simply illustrated the weakPhone 58
Fourth Street
ness of the laws against importing
new Africans, into the United
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Fourth In A Series/

Mrs. John Morris was hostess to
her afternoon bunco club Tuesday
at the home of Mrs. W. B. McClain
on Central avenue. Five visitors
were included in the four tables
of players. They were Mrs. David.
Spence of Memphis, Miss Bessie
Lee Armbruster, Mrs. Lee Roberts,
Miss Alma Ritter and Mrs. Cecil
Wiseman.

Amu

Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Gardner of
Water Valley announce the birth
of a'daughter born Thursday, Aug.
15, in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rogers of
Dresden announce the birth of a
daughter. born Saturday, Aug. 17,
In the Fulton Hospital.

Khrushchev On God
'WE ARE ATHEISTS. Certainly we use
the name of God, as in 'God's truth.' But it is
only a habit. We could just as easily say "I
give you my word."

shrugged and said contemptuously: "Let them
believe what they want It doesn't prevent us

William Randolph Hearst, Jr., Bob Considine, and I talked with Nikita Khrushchev
for nearly four hours at Communist party headquarters in MOSCOW.
NOW HERE was the Boss himself, openly
mouthing his denial of God, reviling organized
religion with a diatribe as uninformed as it
was venemous. Intellectuals who have flirted
with the far left must have been jarred by the
low mental content of Khrushchev's blast.
It was no spur-of-the-moment whim which
enpelled Bob Considine to direct a barbed
luery at the world's No. 1 communist. Rather,
It had been a stratagem carefully worked out
in the skull sessions which precede these important Kremlin interviews. The time might be
ripe, we reasoned, to smoke Khrushchev out on
the subject.
Mr. Hearst

pointed out that there had
never been a great country or civilization
which hadn't believed in God, "or some kind
of a Supreme Being."
THE BOSS of the whole communist world

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
rt. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WFSTPFIELING
Editors and Publishers

Hearst said. "When we give our word we think
it is a pledge to God, but in your case the
pledge remains on paper only. I hope there can
be a common meeting ground between us on
this some day."
THIS ONE STUNG. A dull brick color
crept upward from Khrushchev's bull-like neck
and slowly mottled the oval face.
Khrushchev ripped out a denunciation of
priests throwing holy water on weapons, priests
who helped enslave colonial peoples, of priests
who, "left the Gospel for the people and took
the riches for themselves." Gone was the
aplomb of a world statesman. In its stead was
pure, unalloyed hatred.
WE WERE STUNNED by the vehemence
of the man. Three hours of a monotone recital
had not prepared us for this sudden flare of
emotion.
But Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev felt better. A lot better. He had vanquished "God" just
as any self-respecting communist ought to do.
The bouyancy returned to his voice, and again
he was the genial communist overlord being
patient with three Americans who stubbornly
Insisted on believing in the old truths, the ancient values, the God who will ot be mocked.
'IS THAT ENOUGH?" he asked us.

Voted 'Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
judging
In 1954 Kentucky Press AssociationMantIon
in

It was indeed. For ten more minutes we
chatted idly. But the high point of our interview had been reached and passed. In the viol-

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.

ence of his outburst against God and all His
manifestations, Nikita Khrushchev revealed,
wittingly or no, the last adversary and the last
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Kenneth Stanley

from co-existing."
"That is the intrinsic difference between us,"

"We are atheists, but we have a tolerant
attitude toward all people."

around town with

battle-ground on the communist master chart
for world-wide supremacy.
BELIEVERS the world over can be grateful to Nikita Khrushchev for his shameless
candor when Bob Considine raised the question
of God in the world headquarters of the Communist party in Moscow, Russia.

Ouida Jewell
Well, I have returned from a
two-weeks' vacation, and with
June Williamson, News bookkeeper, vacationing with her soldierhusband from Fort Knox, have returned to my duties at The News
and WFUL. A vacation sure is
nice, but it can really spoil one.
But, it was nice to be back among
all my friends and co-workers.
See story of my trip on page one.
Received word that my young
cousin, Edwin Hamlett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett of Jackson, former Fultonians, is now in
New York City, where the Washington, D. C. chorus he sings with,
Is now appearing at Radio City
Music Hall and will be engaged
there through Sept. 15. Aunt Sally
and Uncle Chip plan to take their
vacation and go to New York to
hear Edwin sing. Edwin is employed by a law firm in D. C., where
he also attends college at George

Washington University.
Received a nice letter a few days
ago from my former roommate
and friend, Frankie England Weis
of St. Louis. Said she: "Bet you'll
be surprised to get a letter from
me. Well, rn tell you, I had a
letter from Mabel (the former
Mabel Caldwell of Fulton, another
roommate of mine) today and she
sent me one of your columns as
she frequently does and I enjoyed
it so much just wanted to tell you
so. Its next to a visit to Fulton,
which I don't get to do nearly as
often as I'd like to."
Frankie went on to say that she
had returned to work for American Airlines.
"American has just inaugurated
jet service to Los Angeles and I'm
dying to try it out. Three hours
and 15 minutes flying time. Isn't
that marvelous," she wrote.
It was so nice hearing from
Frankie.

100 Years Ago This Week
An Histories, review of THZ CIVIL WAR DAV -IIY-DAT
(Material Is trim publication of PlaCiiy one hundred •ears sant orlrbosi
wording f rem references In the library of Con/rasa. Wanhinaten. assasetias
In the Pains,i was uncoil, wiry onc-aldedi ii wit to be fair lo covers,* sad
preserve a national balsam, . . . RD/.
BY

WILLIAM IL

THE CIVIL WAR DAY BY DAY
During the middle of July in
1860, the papers were reprinting
the letter which Gov. Harris of
Tennessee sent to Gov. Denison of
Ohio on June 30. The affair had
started some months before when
some Negroes had been taken to
Ohio by a person who had partownership in them. The other
owners involved had tried to have
the Negroes returned, and the
Governor of Tennessee had sent a
sheriff to Ohio with a requisition
for the slaves. The Governor of

MeHENRY

Ohio had refused to honor the requisition saying: "Slaves are not
property." The reply had hit a
sore spot to all people who were
on the side of slavery. (The movie
"Adventures of Huckleberry Finn"
showing today will give a good
picture of this feeling.)
The affair touched something else of importance to those in
favor of "States Rights." The Governor of Tennessee, in his letter,
said: "Tennessee, has by statue,
made Negro-stealing a high crime,
while Ohio, in the exercises of the

This is Kenneth Stanley, the young man from Fulsisam.
who has been the keeper of the live-wire for many months now
and who will soon undertake a new career In banking at the
Fulton Rank. There is not enough ink in the newspaper shop to
tell you hose niurh we shall mks Stanley. as we call him, to
distinguish him from the other two Kenai-Ins on the staff at
WFUL.
We first heard Stanley at WFUL when he appeared on a
program for FIFA members when he wax a senior at Fulgiutm
High School. It was Gene Gardner who called Stanley's voice
and personality to the management and we gave him a try as a
part-time announcer.
It was not long before he became a full-time announcer, a
bookkeeper, an assistant to the manager, and a general allaround pleasant, cooperative. hard-working young man who
never shirked a duty. First thing you know he was writing commercials, then he was soliciting commercials, and then he ulnekbitted for a basketball broadcast one time and he turned out tio
be one of the best we ever heard.
It is not often that a young man comes along like Kenn**
Stanley. We knew that he was destined to leave us some day,'
maybe for a larger station, but we never permitted ourselves
the sadness of thinking "when."
And so, as Kenneth Stanley enters into a new phase of employment, away from the intricacies of radio equipment and
operation, it is with a sad heart that everybody at MITI, and
In the listening audience wishes him well, but also with
heart that it couldn't happen to a nicer illy.

a glad

Kenneth Stanley shall always have a special spot in our
personal hall of fame of the airwaves and mostly in the hearts
of all of us who came to know him and respect him.
He's a mighty fine fellow and we shall miss him.
Make 1270 on your radio dial your daily listening post and
share with us the pleasure a working together for the betterment of our community life.

RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.

•
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•PIERCE STATION

ill,

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

iv DUKEDOM
Joyce Taylor ft
Everyone appreciated the nice
rain we had Thursday night and
yesterday p. m.
Mr. W. L. Rowland's condition is
not any better.
Porter Cathey is home from the
hospital, but is not improving very
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All Makes and Models
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Wade Television I
Lake St.

Phone 450

Laminate Line
Hearing Aid Batteries
tor all makes of nearing ivas:
Wisit oar Hearing Aid Depart
neat at your first opportimii)

fast.
Messers. Lee and Billy Johnson
and Mrs. Pearl Cooley of Fulton,
visited in the Taylor home Thursday p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Nall, Mesdames Bernice Yates and Maggie
Wadlington and Mrs. Adair called
on Mr. Rowland and Attie recently.
The revival meeting started at
the Dukedom Methodist Church
Sunday, Aug. 21st. Bro. T. Y.
Smithmier of Clinton, is the
evangelist and Bro. Keith Smith is
Pastor. Everyone is invited to attend.
Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Jones of
Raleigh, N. C. returned to their
home, Monday after visiting here
several days. His sister, Miss Constance Jones went home with them
for an extended visit.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called
on the Tommie Moore's Monday
night awhile.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ellegood of
Louisville were guests of the Tremon Itickmon's Saturday.
Mr. and Bob Scott and Renee
left for Bridgeport Monday. p. m.
after visiting their parents the
Robt. Scotts of Mayfield and the
Oliver Taylors. over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates called
on the Oliver Taylors Saturday
night awhile.
Rev. and Mrs. Robt. Emerson
and Bob of Melber visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
one night last week.

Church had good attendance at
Chappel Hill and Johnson's Grove
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hays Sunday
dinner guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Sut Bennett and Son, Garry, Mr.
and Mrs."Doch" Bennett and daughter, Lutrecia, Mrs. Maggie Cope,
Mrs. Virginia Hay and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Dale Hardy.
Mrs. Carmock Anderson and
daughter, Lau Ann and Miss Jane
Strawbridge of Dresden, spent
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Andersons sister Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son Don of Nashville spent the
eeekend with Mrs. Raymond moth-/
er Mrs. Mattie Rogers who accompanied them home for a few
weeks visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Royce Lour
and family of Dallas, Texas spent
the weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Ishurn Conner
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Jim Shoulders' World's Championship Rodeo will be at the 1960 Mid-South Fair in Memphis
S•pt•mber 23 through 28 for •leven performances, with no matinee Wednesday, September 28.
Shoulders has won the title "World's Champion" bull rider seven times, and will participate in the bull
and bronco riding events barring any disabling injury. "Mighty Mohamed" a bul That has never been
ridden will be one of the thrillers in the bull riding events at the Mid-South Fair rodeo.

Local Teachers
Attend Conference

visited Mrs. George Cooley ie
Union City Sun. afternoon Mrs
Cooley has been it il sick, for somi
time.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long spent
one day in Memphis last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem spent
Monday in Union City with their
daughter, Mrs. Alton Ernithson,
who is moving to St. Louis this
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hicks and
Mrs. Wilkerson of Fulton were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McNatt awhile Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Coffman
visited Mr. and Mrs. William Long
awhile Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bunch's
weekend visitors were Mrs. Faye
and Ardon Bunch and Edward
Wilson of East Prairie, Mo.

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
fititheoland's "MD" Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
City Drug Co., Fulton

children of Indianapolis, Ind. are
spending their weeks vacation
with his mother, Mrs. Beatrice
By Mrs. Elmer Walston
venom/ma Via.

• NEW HOPE NEWS

Call Us To Save

Money On Repairs
Miss Agnes Sublette, Mrs. Jackie Mrs. Erin Mather, N. Hollywood,
BEAUTIFICATION PLANS
Davis of Fulton County High Calif. visited her brother, Elmer
School; Mrs. Mary DeMyer of Ful- Walston, and wife several days
Gov. Bert Combs has initiated a
A satisfied customer is our
CITY DRUG CO.
ton City School and Mrs. Martha last week.
"Keep Kentucky Beautiful" probest testhnoniaL That is
Phone 70(
Lake !street
Adams of Hickman County High
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. gram to be directed by Asst. Conwhy we sire you feet anciSchool, home economics teacher, William Pittman a Pot Luck Sup- servation Commissioner Robert
ent, technical service and
of their respective school were per was held Sunday night, Aug. K. Montgomery. The campaign,
low rates on TV repairs. It
Ws have complete stocks
among the more than 280 who at- 14th, in honor of Mrs. Erin Mather. patterned after a North Carolina
SERVICE
tended the 16th annual Conference Those present were Mr. and Mrs. program, will bring about strict
all adds-up to saving you
Teachers. Rupert Latta. Mr. and Mrs. John enforcement of laws against litterof Home Economics
money!
REPAIR
August 16 - 19.
Wilkenson, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer ing. Efforts will be made to elimiAntennas Installed
The four-day meeting was held Walston. Mr. and Mrs. McClan- nate roadside junk yards and other
for HOME and FARM
at the Future Farmer Leadership nahan, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Latta, rubbish. Homeowners, especially
Machines
Training Center, Hardinsburg. The Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Howell, Mr. in rundown mining communities,
theme of the conference was and Mrs. L. Edward. Mr. and Mrs. will be urged to spruce up their
ELECTRIC
BENNETT
"Meeting This Decade's Demands Fred Hudson, Miss Maude Stevens, premises. A committee of 100 busiFULTON
PHONE 201
The price of 1960-crop corn in for Quality Teaching."
Mrs. Grace Scott, Mrs. Mildred ness men and civicm minded wo306 Main Street
Phone 307
Emphasis was placed on the Latta, Mr. Earl Williams.
men possibly will be appointed.
Fulton County will be supported
latest
clothing
construction
techat a minimum of $1.10 per bushel,
Mrs. Mattie Breeden, Mrs. Doro•
Roy Bard, Chairman of the county niques which will enable teachers thy Holly and son, Wayne Keith,
Agricultural. Stabilization
and to improve the quality of their all of Quincy, Mich. visited Mr.
Conservation Committee announc- clothing instruction.
and Mrs. Porter Lewis, and Mr.
Demonstrations were given by and Mrs. Walter Kirnbro.
ed today.
home
economists
from
various
The local rate is based on a
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Inman and
minimum national average support companies in the use and care of children, of St. Louis, Mo. spent
laundry
and
kitchen
equipment.
rate of $1.06 which has been dethe weekend with her parents,
termined under the requirements The equipment used in the demon- Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips and
contained in the Agricultural Act strations is made available to the other relatives.
home economics departments in
of 1958.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Webb and
As in the past, Mr. Bard said, this county on a loan basis from
boys. Mrs. Opal Webb spent sevthe price support program for corn the Hickman - Fulton Counties
eral days last week at the Mamwill be carried out through loans R. E. C. C.
The conference provided an op- outh Cave.
on farm-or warehouse-stored corn
Mr. and Mrs. James McClanand through purchase agreements. portunity for the teachers to exThese will be, available from har- amine the latest reference books nahan and children of St. Louis,
sit"
FIFTH
vest time through May 31, 1961 and teaching materials and to ex- Mo. spent last week visiting rela$315
PINT
change
ideas
with
other
teachers.
tives
and
friends
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
in
and
around
and will mature July.31. 1961.
Wag_
$16° 1
During the conference, Miss Sub- Crutchfield.
HALF PINT
11
.
_71Th
MR
$599 •••••7ake=41.
tette served as chairman of the
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Phillips
100 proof • Bottled in Bond
QUART
"Coffee Call" Committee while and children of South Fulton
served coffee early of a morning spent Sunday with hsi parents,
and throughout the day and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
DISTILLED-AND loTTLED ST HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, NCLSON COUNTY, KINTUCAY
Davis served on the Building and
Mr. and .Mrs. Charles Via and
Grounds Committee.

Dayton V-Belis

Bard Announces
Price Support
Of Corn: $1.10

Roper Television
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Farmers Urged To
Destroy Excess Leaf
Before Harvest Comes
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Roy Bard. Chairman of the
Fulton County ASC Committee.
reminded tobacco producers that
excess acreage must be destroyed
before harvest for any tobacco
produced on the farm to be eligible
for price support.
Because failure to destroy excess
before harvest could mean a loss
in the amount of money the farmer would receive for his crop, Mr.
Bard urged farmers to be ready to
destroy the excess when the ASC
representative comes to the farm
to measure off, witness, and certify to the disposition of the excess.
He pointed out that destruction
of excess has been completed on
approximately 100 percent of the
tobacco excess farms in the county. Mr. Bard said rules for destruction have been applied rigidly in
the county and that so far, farmers
have been wiling to thoroughly destroy the excess by one of the following approved methods: (1)
discing into the soil, (2) chopping
into small fragments, (3) pulverizing wth rotary mower, or, (4)
chopping and plowing or diseing
under. He added that ASC hoped
to complete all destruction or excess visits by the time tobacco is
ready for harvest.

a

• yin& may, If you wish, order pbsfeerephi for
gifts or imopsaime from tint Statile.• • bat
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South Fulton
DRIVE IN THEATRE

HERS IS THE TIME AND ?LACS

14 miles South on US 45-E

Istfisr de..

SAT - SEPT. 3, 1960

Thursday-Friday. August 25-26

io AM TO 5 PM

Lame Jungle Goddess
—PLUS—
The Wonderful Country
Robert Mitchum, Julie London

News Office
Fulton, Ky.
SIP NEWS STONY FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS
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See the Chevy Mystery Show in odor Sundays NBC-TV
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THE YEAR'S
BEST SELLER

HEVROLET

You couldn't pick a better time to buy your new Chevrolet
right now when more people are buying
them than ever before. Chances are good you're going

(or Corvair)than

to like what Chevy's got just as much as everybody else.
(Especially the money you'll save.) Check your dealer
on the details while there's still a wide choice of models.
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CHEVY'S CORVAIR TAHWEARD-WRINNINGEST CAR
Corvair —already proud winner of Motor
Trend magazine's Car-of-the-Year
award for engineering advancement—
now walks away with another one: the
coveted Industrial Designers Institute
Gold Medal. The award was presented
to WUllarn L. Mitchell, General Motors
vice president in charge of Styling Staff,
in recognition of Corvair's "finely scaled
proportions, with • minimum of ornamentation." Your Chevy dealer's
waiting to show you
Corvair's everything
the experts say it is.
Fat Emoomkal Traaspertates

ErrOrg

no This M floa Corraz TOO 4-Door Sides

Saturday, August 27
Seven Guns To Mesa
Charles Quinlan

See Chevrolet care, Chevy's Correll's and Corvette at your local authorised Chevrolet dealer's

—PLUS--

'4401'

fier
Band

The Atomic Submarine
Arthur Frans, Brett Halsey
—PLUS—
Legion Of The Doomed

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,
104 East Fourth Street
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(Items gathered along Fulton's nierryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

The Rotroff All Girl Auto Thrill Show will appear at the 1960
Kentucky State Fair Sept. 14-17. These specially trained "women
of the wheel" will enthrall viewers with their fearless driving and
dare devil stunts at two shows each day.'The State Fair will open

teresting.
In downtown Baltimore, a colored woman ran into the back of
my car and our bumpers got tangled. Then we were lost again.(We
also got lost in some town in New
York.) But, we always found some
kind person, who showed us our
way again.
At Fort Meade, Maryland we
spent some time with our friends.
Captain and Mrs. Jack Helms and
children. They had visiting them
her mother, Mrs. Mamie Stovall
of Mississippi, a former Fultonian,
and Mrs. Helms' sister, Ouida.
from Hot Springs, Ark. We had a
wonderful time together. ID about
a week Jack was being transferred
to Georgia to attend a school, then
next year he and his family will
go to Europe for a tour of duty.
We tried to find Bowie, Md., to
visit with my friend, the former
Mary Brown, of Fulton. but got
lost someway and never found the
little community.
We spent Sunday night in Washington, D. C. Mother and I showed
Daddy the White House. the Capitol building, the House of Representatives and Union Station,
where I used to work. One of the
oldtimers said that most of our
gang was gone from the station
now.
From Washington we drove
south to Natural Bridge, which is
located between Lexington and
Roanoke, Va. Daddy's grandparents came to this area from the
Natural Bridge area and we wanted to see the famous landmark. It
was an beautiful site and we
learned that the place was located
on the farm owned by Thomas
Jefferson's family for many years.
Jefferson's old home was located

Tope Adams, Hopkinsville, Miss
Lovely Nancy Waterfield has
many Beverly Rudy, LaCenter, and the
for
inspiration
the
Sept 9.
been
hostesses.
and
nuptial events in her nonor
blue lakes, the roads are good and
others
Fulton hostesses joined
everything is very modern in
Ruth and J. 0. Lewis had a real LADY LUCK—
this
feting
in
everywhere
from
Canada. We found prices a little
was experience last week when Mr.
popular bride-elect. Nancy
(Continued from Page 1)
higher there than in the States.
Lewis' son, Jim, flew to Union
of
Dudgeon
Michael
married to
us and
the
to
winged
called
and
Houston
From Ottawa. we entered the
from
policemen
City
rounds,
of
daughter
Frankfort. She is the
had a won- Province of Quebec and began to
sprawling
We
that
to
away
awhile.
Lewises
for
chatted
Waterfield
Harry Lee and Laura
run into French-speaking sections.
city. We think Mr. Lewis was more derful time.
of Clinton.
than apprehensive about the trip
From Niagra Falls we drove to The Province of Quebec is beautiher
and
Last week Exie Hill
in the private plane but a card Toronto, Canada, where we spent ful, but not as much so as Ondaughter Beverly (now Mrs. David from him indicated that maybe Tuesday night. While driving tario.
Craig) entertained with a beauti- flying is not so bad after all. downtown we came upon an acciThe last large city we visited in
ful luncheon at the Del-by Cafe. Here's what Mr. Lewis said:
little boy had Canada Was Montreal. There I got
a
where
scene
dent
We didn't get to see Beverly on
"Dear Jo, et al:
• been hit by either a car or bus. lost again. A nice couple drew me
her all-too-short visit home, but
a map and I was able to get off
air trip was a very Traffic was tied up for awhile.
first
"Our
time.
maybe we will next
From there we went to the na- the island on which Montreal is
knew all
pilot
Our
one.
pleasant
table
again.
At the luncheon the single
the gadgets and played with them tional capitol of Canada, the City situated. then I was lost
was overlaid with a white cloth like a pipe organ. We were in the of Ottawa, where we spent Tues- This time, we stopped at an Inand centered with a large wedding air three and one-half hours, day night. We fell in love with dian reservation and a couple of
bell covered with white daisies, usually at 8,500 feet about the the entire Province of Ontario-- Indian boys volunteered to lead
surrounded with smilax and topit was so beautiful and the people us to our highway. Later, I learnclouds."
ped with a white lacy bow.
were so friendly. There are lots of ed that I had left my keys at an
pilot
the
glad
we're
Frankly
Streamers from the bow touched
Indian cafe. Luckily, Daddy had a
Mr.
else
.
.
.
gadgets
-triple-branched silver candelabra knew all the
key for the car. When I left the
Tillman
Mrs.
us
and
tell
to
her parents, Mr.
bolding white candles and trailed Lewis wouldn't be here
place and looked for my keys. I
Adams.
off to small white wedding bells. about it.
thought they we lost amongst the
WaterMiss
For the occasion,
junk in my purse, so I had asked
field chose a white, full skirted
Col. and Mrs. Jack R. Snow of for Daddy's.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Miller and
border print polished cotton shirt children of near Detroit, Mich., Brandenton, Fla. visited friends
Upon leaving Canada, we enwaist trousseau frock.
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Carver of and relatives this week in Fulton. tered the beautiful State of VerThe hostesses presented her Memphis have returned to their They were on their way to St. mont and spent the first night at
homes after visiting their mother, Louis and points in the North- the old and lovely resort town of
with a white daisy corsage.
Mrs. Jewell McClain and grand- west.
St. Albans, Vermont. We found the
the
to
served
was
A salad plate
Landon
people real friendly and the next
honoree, Miss Waterfield, Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs.
also
Mrs. Ora Reed has moved to morning we had breakfast at a
Harry Lee Waterfield, mother of Roberson in S. Fulton. They
his wife, Cleveland Avenue from Reed charming old tavern.
the honoree, Mrs. Bob Hardy, Pa- visited their brother and
and Street.
Of all the places we have visited,
ducah, sister of the honoree, and Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Carver
Fulton.
South
in
family
Vermont is the most beautiful. It
Miss
Paducah,
Hardy,
Bill
Mrs.
Miss Fern Snow is visiting Mrs. is the vacationland of the New
Phyllis Kelly, Hickman, Miss BobLaura Leigh Mderdice, daughter J. L. Jones, Sr., Edding Street, af- England states. We drove down
by Kelly, Hickman, Miss Susan
Dayton Beach, along Lake Champlain, through
Bushart, Fulton, Mrs. Max Mc- of Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Alder- ter a vacation in
and Brandenton and St. Petersburg, the rolling mountainside and shady
Dade, Jr., Fulton, Mrs. R. T. Grit- dice of Quiriquire, Venezuela,
Memphis towns filled with magnificent old
fey, Mrs. D. W. Ringo, Jr., Mrs. her mother and sisters are visiting Fla. She will return to
city colonial homes, some of which are
Enl Sensing, Mrs David Sarten, her grandmother. Mrs. Patricia this week to teach in the
Leigh
Laura
schools.
Lynnville,
Alderdice,
now inns or restaurants.
Mrs.
Mrs. William Henry Edwards,
Next came the state of MassaSam Harper, Jr., all of Clinton, will enter Ashley Hall, Charleston.
Miss Ruth Martin of Paducah chusetts, then for two hours I
Mrs. Farnham Dudgeon, Miss Col- S. C., in September.
and Henry Conway of Fredonia drove in the mountains of Conleen, Dudgeon, Frankfort, Mrs.
Miss Nancy Adams of Memphis spent last weekend with her par- necticut at night with the fog so
Charles Cobb, Milan, Tenp., Miss
Diane Vititton, Owensboro, Miss spent the weekend in Fulton with ents, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin thick I could only see the white
in Fulton.
line of the highway. Finally, we
found a motel, where we spent the
Bill Looney and grandson, Don- night.
ald Price, of Detroit, have been
The next day was sightseeing in
visiting his sister, Mrs. Pete Green, New York state. Parts of the state
and family.
were beautiful, but did not compare with Vermont.
Mrs. Henry L. Brandon and dauThat night we stayed over
ghters. Darryl and Kim, have re- at the small town of Flemington.
turned to their home in Guate- N. J. and the next day visited the
mala City, Guatemala, after visit- Hunterdon County Court House,
ing here with her mother, Mrs. where the famous Bruno HauptLeland Adams for the past four mann trial was held. As you know,
months.
Hauptmann was found guilty of
kidnapping and killing the Charles
of Lindburg baby. At the time Mr.
Jimmy Young, manager
beginning at 10: a. m. at the
Friendly Finance, is on vacation and Mrs. Lindburg lived only
this week.
nine miles away at Hopewell, Pa.
WEST TENNESSEE AUCTON BARN
At the court house a kindly little
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock man showed us around and offerand children have returned to their ed to turn on the lights so that we
on the Union City—Martin highway
home in Louisville after attending could get a good picture of the inthe funeral of their grandfather, terior, but we didn't have our
C. D. Whitlock of Martin, Monday flash attachment along.
afternoon.
We visited the Valley Forge National Park and went through the
Mrs. Fred Khourie of Cairo museum, which we found very inspent a few days this week in
Guernseys and Holsteins. A well-bred herd in good
Fulton visiting her mother, Mrs.
production; some fresh, others will freshen soon.
Alex Khourie and family.

nearby.
We spent Tuesday night at
Roanoke. Va. (I can't remember
at present where we spent Monday
night.)
At_ihe Holiday Inn office the
manager told Daddy his mother
watia Jewell and had lived there
all her life. After we got settled
In our motel, we took a look at
the phone book and found eight
Jeweils listed. Several of their
first eames were the same as Daddy's relatives in this area. One's
office was located in a bank building and another had a business
there.
We drove over the Skyline
Drive in Virginia the next day and
visited the Shenandoah National
Park. We found the Blue Ridge
Mountains beautiful. At New
Market, Va., we visited the Shenandoah Caverns, which were owned up until a few years ago by a

CLIP!
C,C101LTIPCONT 313141101113
To make new friends, the L. F. M. V. invites
you to inspect their factory si-Lowes, By.,
and to choose a pair of throw pillows or throw
rugs ulth their compliments. Please bring
this coupon.

—Then Make The Trip To

Lowe Furniture Mfg. Co.
Lewes. Ky.

DOES YOUR HOUSE HAVE THOSE EARLY AUTUMN BLUES? DO YOU
KNOW WHAT TO DO IN CASE THEY COME A LITTLE EARLY????
SEE

LOWE FURNITURE MFG. CO.
THE
FAMOUS

HI-LOWE LIVING ROOM SUITES
Hi in Quality - Lowe in Price
And
Now let me tell you this: Not only will Lowe Furniture Mfg. Co.show you their
complete line of living room furniture, but they will be happy to show you some
of their custom upholstery work don. to the customers exact specifications as
is the custom built furniture. You can choose your fabric from a complete stock
that is available in every price range. They assure you of one thing - COMPLETE SATISFACTION in two things-WORKMANSHIP AND QUALITY.

35 HEAD OF DAIRY COWS

Owner

---4kIR CONDITIONED

Open
WD:31c

FULTON

6:45 P. M.

Open
Sat. & Suns.
1 P. M. tin
11 P. M.

— PHONE —

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUEDAY

"I heard her first fee e movements in t e co tin
...we had put her living in the tomb!--Poe
ANDEAN INIUStAT1ONAL panels

5
AL1V4 POC.
classic tale of THE EVIL...

Friday evening dinner guests of
Mrs. Montez Oliver and Monette
were Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver
and Barbara, of Akron. Ohio. Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and Kenneth, Jr. of Memphis.
•
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church enjoyed
a pot-luck supper at the home of
Mrs. Frances Jones Monday evening at 7. Mrs. Jewell Adams presided. Mrs. Leland Jewell, Community Service Chairman, made
her report and Mrs. Pete Green
presented the interesting program.
Election of new officers will be
held at the next meeting and the
nominating committee appointed
by the chairman is composed of
Mrs. Green, Mrs. Mildred Freeman
and Mrs. Cecile Arnold.
Visitors were Mrs. Archie Martin and Miss Ouida Jewell. Mrs.
Martin became a member of the
group.
The American Legion and Auxiliary will have their annual plc
nic at the City Park Thursday
night at 7. All members are urged
to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams
have as their guest their daughter,
Sara Helen.

'WI

VINCENT PRICE- rill DAMON•MYRNA FAHEY•aur MEM

Mr. and Mrs. James Lawson and
children, LaDonna Carol and Jimmie, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank 4.1len visited friends and relativesifn
St. Louis over last weekend,

\

ALL HOMEMAKERS IN THIS READING AREA
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HAROLD N. JERNIGAN

%IV X:

NOTICE!

AT AUCTION

Mrs. Ecid Engel has returned to
Fulton from Columbus, Ohio,
where she attended the bedside of
her brother, Ernest Khourie, who
underwent surgery Tuesday. He is
reported to be doing nicely. His
address is: St. Anthony Hospital,
1450 Hawthorn, Room 265.

VVVV\

S

Dairy Herd Dispersal Sale

Cows can be seen anytime at my farm on the old
Martin highway.

friend of mine.
At Grundy, Virginia, which is
located in the heart of the most
rugged mountains, we visited my
cousin Ttny mother's niece), Miss
Dorothy Bailey, a Spanish teacher
in the high school there. Her family made us stay with them for
two nights and they showed us a
most marvelous time.
Thursday around noon we headed for Kentucky and among our
stops were at the famous old Talbott Tavern at Bardstown, Ky.,
and at Abe Lincoln's boyhood
home at Knob Creek, Ky. We arrived home Friday night, August
19.
I could go on and on, telling of
the many beautiful and historical
places we visited, and of the unusual and funny things that happened to us, but I won't. This has
run long enough, so I must come
to a halt.

IS YOUR HOME IN DIRE NEED OF A COMPLETE FACELIFTING?
THETICIME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OF MAYFIELD KENTUCKY ask that you look for these
symptoms of need:

would you prefer to lie in the grass and Just dream of better
days for the house" Do you put off those repairs like broken
windows, falling weatherboards, fly-away shingles, chipping
paint, etc. etc. etc. and ate!

Recognize any of these?? If you recognize just one
then now is the time to see or be seen by Doyle
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(Hutch) Hutchinson, owner of the HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY located at 326 S. 12th St.,
from

Mayfield.
Why should you go there for those major-minor improvements? Because, in fact, BECAUSE NOWHERE CAN YOU BEAT THEIR SERVICE, PRODUCTS OR PRICES. You may find less quality
for the price of repairs offered by them, but not more Quality for less money.
Remember the Home Improvement Company of Mayfield where you can call collect (day or night) and
Mr. Hutchinson, himself, will bring samples to you for any job you have and he will assure you of the
best in Alside Aluminum siding, Superior Storm Doors or Windows, Roofing of any quality and all
in any quantity.

HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
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"REMEMBER YOUR HOUSE AND IT WILL BE A HOME"
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Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •
The community has been much
revived by the very fine rains that
have fallen during the past ten
days. Crops are rapidly maturing.
Sympathy is extended to the
•loved ones of Mrs. Vinnie Thomas
who passed away last week at her
home in Martin following a stroke
Funeral services were at New
Hope.
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Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morrison
are visiting for a few days in
Memphis with their sons Herbert
and Billie and their families.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nanney and
children have returned from a
vacation trip to the Smokies last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Guayon Brundige
and family from Louisville, Ky.
are vacationing with relatives
here. at Dresden and in Memphis
this week.
Mrs. Harold Brundige from California is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Brundige for a few days before returning to her home after
spending several days at the bedside of her father who has been
in a critical condition at a Memphis Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
were real surprised recently when
Mr. Walter Payne from Richmond. Va. visited them. They had
not seen each other in forty-seven
years. Mr. Payne and Mr. Brundige v.ere former classmates.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morris have
returned to their home in Lansing
Michigan after spending their vacation with relatives. They united
with the Sandy Branch Church
and were baptised last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mrs. Opal Pounds enjoyed a
birthday supper in Gleason last
Wednesday, honoring Mrs. Mathilda Jackson on her 80th birthday.
Miss Patsy Williams has returned from a visit to Chicago. She
was bridesmaid in the wedding of
Linda Harwood and Gary Ethridge.
Bobby Jones formerly from this
community was also in the wedding.
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The following persons were patients in local hospital Wednesday
morning:
P171 TON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Vick Henderson. Mrs. Fred
S. Evans. Mrs. K. Homra, Jenella
Byrd, John Baucom. Guy Tucker.
Parker McClure, John Chrwibell,
Mrs. Mike Fry and Shelton
Mcitart.
all of Fulton; Mrs. Will
ade,
Fulton, Route 3; Mrs. Lahr- +nigh's. Wingo:
Jacquelin
Dew,
Union City; Mrs. Dick
rissom,
Fulton, Route 5: Mrs. Ruth Galloway, Hickman; Sid Hamby.
Hickman; Dave Elrod and Mrs.
Cora Farmer, both of Water Valley; Miss Rena Finch, Fulton,
Route I; John Duty. Hickman; B.
H. Hawks, Wingo, Route I; Dewey
Ainley. Dukedom, Route I; John
Wilkerson, Fulton, Route 1; Mrs.
Vecnon Royer, Hickman; Mrs.
Ethna Faulkes Union City. Route
4; H. E. Lusk. Cayce; Mrs. Raymond Eakes, Hickman; L. P.
Burke. Fulton. Route 3.
JONES HOSPITAL
Raymond Bostick, Detroit; Mrs.
Joe Westbrook, Dukedom; R. D.
Patrick, Mrs. Frank Heflin, Teresa
Fields. Miss Flora Oliver. Mrs. A.
C. Butts. Mrs. Virgil Hood and
baby, and Mrs. Jimmy Yates and
baby, all of Fulton; Roy Collins,
Dukedom; Mrs. Cletus Reams,
George Griffith.
Martin; Mrs.
Dresden.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Gregory, Mrs.
Mrs. William
Beltrice Shaeffer, Little Janie
Noles, Mrs. Bobby McMillin, Mrs.
Donnie McKnight and baby, Mrs.
John Childress and baby, Chris
Hunter, Howard Humphreys Bill
McIntosh. and Ethel Mae Minor,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Clyde Jackson.
Water Valley; Mrs. Dale Cummings, Dukedom; Mrs. J. L. Harris, Route 3, Fulton; 011ie Bruce
and Leon Shelton. both of Crutchfield: and Joyce Martin, Cayce.
—
—

8(Zt 10 WOMEN
GET RELIEF
CHANGE-OF-LIFE

Iris asereasoess and loot flashes" of

NO-

and
the
I all

I. doctor's clinical tests!
Every case tested got striking relief from awful discomforts of
change-of-life. Nervousness was
reduced for as many as 87% ...
"hot flashes" 75%1
N. Cosily Shots Needed —
Flunele Allaseats delleeed I
Results were credited entirely to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, Acting through the
sympathetic nervous system,it has
remarkable power to relieve this
functionally-caused distress
Don't suffer needlessly. See if
that tension, irritability aren't relieved with Pinkham's. See if you
don't escape suffocating "hot
flashes" that made change-of-life
so hard to bear. Today, get Lydia
Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound
at all drug stores.
SLEEP $ NOUNS—WARE UP TIRED?
When doe to simple Iron deficiency anemia, take Plnkham
Tablets Rich in Iron, they start to
strenetaws your blood In one day.

FOR CUSTOMER-W1NNING VALUES AND ALL-AROUND DEPENDABILITY...

JUST CANT BEAT THAT
INSPECTED — TOP QUALITY
GOVERNMENT
U. S.

Frying Chickens
(Lcb;),b.21/c Bacon
ut-

Super Right Thick Sliced
9C
9
2P-kLgb:

SUPER RIGHT
Freshly Ground
Several Times
MlIdDally

'Super Right All Meat —(Reg.or King Size)

1

Skinless
Weiners

All Good Sliced

49°

SUPER RIGHT

49c

Pure Pork
Hot or

Sausage

2 .L.% 79°

SWIFT PREMIUM SMOKED

Lb. 59°

Beef Tongues
Lb. 69c Scallops(

5-Lb. Box)

Semi Bonless Ham

Lb 55(

Lb.

$2.39

CAP'N JOHN—READY TO FRY

SMALL SIZE

SUPER RIGHT

Bacon

Lb.

FROZEN PAN READY

Bacon ib.45
Fancy
Thin Sliced

lb.

Ground Beef

Lb 49c Cod Fillets

Lean
Meaty

Spare Ribs
Cerr.nmid Pam
READY TO SERVE

8

Lb.
('Sr

1

Pkg.

FROZEN—MEDIUM SIZE
5-Lb. Box
.416 sit
r+
S3 39
I

5

69

49°
33'

Lb 69°

2i TOMATO SOUP Campbells10 1-2 Oz.Can ... 10c
Each 39c CRACKERS Aristocrat Saltines ... 1Lb.Box 19c
Watermelons
4
97c
3 for
Cantaloups
Thc DEL MONTE
6 Lbs.
Fresh Peaches
"ci LARD Sunnyfield Pure 4-Lb. Ctn. .. 59c
ANN
Orange Juice 6 °cc:. 890 Luncheon Meat 2 690 PAGE
RAI,
r- les
4 "s. 79°
2
a
Tun
HEAD LE'ITUCE
2 Heads

24 Size

I 4.1I(.1. RIPE

CALIFORNIA-27 SIZE

PINEAPPLE
- GRAPEFRUTT
JUICE DRINK

411.0r..
Cans

A&P FROZEN CONCENTRATE

SUPER RIGHT

ROVES

Needn't

Afle

BANQUET FROZEN MEAT
Eva
Beef, Turkey
Chleken

STAR KIST—LIGHT MEAT

Pies

Pure RED RASPBERRY

6-0s. 590
Cans

Chunk
Styes

PRESERVES

C RE ST MONT

Sunnyfield Sweet Cream

BUTTER
1-Lb.
Ctn.

Lightly
Salted

MELOBIT AMERICAN

65'

Cheese Slices

43°

WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

Sharp Cheese
AUSTEX

Beef Stew
15-0.'cc
QIIU

Can

Armour
TREE/
12-0z. A7
Can 14I C

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
Al
'1'.)C

I2::5
Crisco

SHORTENING
b.

3 c`•n 81°
Sunnyfield Flour
25 Lb. SR - $1.41

,l
'
&pena
dearsened St •
411444 16"..""tg
.00
••••••
PAGE
ANN

Lb

59°

SCOTT

Toilet Tissue
White or Asst. Colors

4 Rolle 53e
Scott

Sherbet

Lustre

Creme

SHAMPOO
Special
314-Os. )
Reg. 60o
Deal
Site

494

Flavors

::

Cake Mixes

DENTAL CREAM
rr Reg So I 10o Off A30
0 Deal
I *Ire

sir

Honey

Apple Sauce Raisin, BLrttee Pecan or Fudge Nut

Reg.

a

II 59c Size I

12c Off
Deal

-I

Nutley Oleo
5 Lbs 79c

1

4,71

Jar

14.11. LOAF—REG.21a

SPECIAL!

40z

at mealtime with
Add a new note of interest
wheat bread.
Jane Parker's delectable cracked
flavor! And the
You'll love its delicate, nut-like
ideal for toasting!
moist texture that makes it
today!
...Bring home a loaf

85c

JANE PARKER

Toilet Soap

Ar Reg.
Bath

16-05.1190

Pura
Strained

Cracked Wheat Bread

CASHMERE BOUQUET

CREAM OIL

59

JANE PARKER

DECAFFEINATED

Wildroot

LB.
JAR

FOR A DEUCIOUS CHANGE ...

Stokely's Shellie Beans 2 "anc....39c
17,.
Cans JI %.•
2 16-0Y.
Stokely's c4.0=6 Corn
16-0z.
Stokely's Honey Pod Peas 2 Cans J
10,..
sotls.77‘
2 14-0s.
Stokely's Ketchup
28-0s.
Can J I C
Stokely's Green Beans
Stokely's Tomato Juice .. 3 4tacn't 95c

SANKA
INSTANT COFFEE

2

ANN PAGE

37c Ea.

Lemon Pie
Pound Cake

4 Bars 41c
2 Bars 29c

Rog.
650

CRESCENT—MARBLE

ALL PRICES IN THIS AD
EFFECTIVE THRU

Reg.
37c

390
290

JELLY STREUSEL COFFEE CAKE (Rog. Mk) Ea. Mk

SATURDAY. AUGUST 27
1HE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

Halo

Colgate

SPECIAL
OFFER!

Duncan Hines Early American. Your Choice

SOFT WEAVE TISSUE

2 ..„. 27'

'4 650

All

SHAMPOO
it Reg 60c a I lc Off
Deal
Sias
IL

49,

P?)

tood Stores
11S,
maIRICA'S DIPINDAILE /000 PAIRCHANT SW(
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Wedding Of Miss Nancy Elizabeth Shuck To
Mr. John Newman Of Interest To Fulionians
Of interest to many residents in
the Fulton area is the wedding
performed in Owensboro on August 8 when Miss Nancy Elizabeth
Shuck became the bride of John
Dotson Newman. The bride is the
granddaughter of Mrs. A. L. Shuck
of Fulton and is the daughter of
James A. Shuck. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Newman.
The ceremony was performed at
Settle Memorial Methodist Church
at 2:30 p. m. Saturday, August 6.
Dr. Bedford Turner, grandfather
of the bride, officiated.
Attendants were: matron of
honor, Mrs. Frank Wagner, sister
of the bride; maid of honor. Miss
Sophia Nall; bridesmaids, Misses
Shirley Cox and Peggy Adelman;
best man, Ronald Wells; groomsmen, Roy Blandford, cousin of the
groom, Larry Elliott, Robert Harrell and Patrick Thomas.
The ceremony was read before
an arrangement of candelabra
holding white tapers, with huckleberry greenery forming a hedgelike effect, and wood ferns bordering the setting.
Miss Jean Earle Felix, organist,

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 406

and John Glenn, soloist, provided
the wedding music. Prior to the
ceremony Miss Felix played a
medley of nuptial airs.
The bride was given in marriage by her father. She wore a
bridal gown of Shasta white Swiss
embroidered over tissue taffeta.
The molded bodice was fashioned
with Renaissance neckline and
short cap sleeves. The bouffant
skirt of tiered ruffles terminated
in a chapel train. Her fingertip
veil of imported illusion was attached to a plateau of embroidered
organd. She carried a white prayer book topped with a cluster of
white rosebuds and stephanotis.
Her attendants wore identical
costumes of lavender polished cotton, with full overskirts of matching organza and short jacket style
waistlines, with
forming the
matching accessories. The matron
of honor carried a cluster bouquet
of purple left for a southern wedding bouquets of lavender asters.
A reception following the ceremony was held in the clubroom of
the church.
After the reception the couple
left for a southern wedding trip.
For traveling, Mrs. Newman wore
a lavender linen dress with white
accessories and a white glamellia
corsage. Mr. and Mrs. Newman
'will make their home in Bowling
Green. where Mr. Newman will
attend Western Kentucky State
College, studying
pre-electrical
engineering.

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
Items must be signed but
name will be omitted from
publication if requested.
Dear Mr. Westpheling:

OPPORTUNITY
There sometimes wants only a
stroke of fortune to discover numberless latent good or bad qualities, which would otherwise have
been eternally concealed; as words
written with a certain liquor appear only when applied to the
fire.
—GrevElle.

STABLITE
Fulton - Union City highway
Wed.-Thur.-Fri. Aug. 24, 25, 26
(Starts at 9:10
GIRL IN THE BIKINI
With Brigitte Bardot
(Also: starts at 7:15
NEVER LOVE A STRANGER
John Drew Barrymore

a wink
a

Saturday August 27
(Starts at 9:05)
KING OF THE WILD
STALLIONS
With George Montgomery
(Also: starts 7:, 10:20)
WOLF LARSEN
With Barry Sullivan

kekles teddy Mak Nis
(THE LIQUOR IS leo
IN Ern
MOON AIM SIN
$111C11 11-$A11.
Ulikil SOU
III at TOMS
SUMMER
ION MU
VODKA AU Ione
MI CIU
25 proof. quart contains S fuN souleos 100 proof liquor
JENKINS SPIRITS CORPORATION. LTD.--raancHEsTIR. N. H.
Available at better dealers everywhere

8 Oz. Size 85c

LETTERS TO 1
THE EDITORS

The 1960 Legislature enacted a
comprehensive program of improvement and progress for Kentucky. This program was passed
by the Legislature in response to
the demands of an overwhelming
majority of the people.
This program will enable Kentucky to cut her age-old shackles
and take her place in the parade
of progress in this modern age.
Kentucky's new revenue statute,
which provides for a sales tax and
for a reduction in income tax, is
the cornerstone of this program.
Without the tax program we
cannot educate our children, provide for our senior citizens or provide the other services to which
Kentuckians are entitled. Without
the tax program we cannot make
the advancements required to attract new industry for jobs.
You, as a merchant and an influential member of your community, are the key to the success
or failure of the revenue program.
The degree of cooperation and understanding with which the sales
tax program is handled by you and
your employees determines to a
large extent the attitude of your
fellow citizens toward the program.
We have done our best to set up
OPTIMISM
this program to cause you the
The mistake of optimistic people least possible annoyance and inis not in expecting too much of the convenience. We will constantly
future, but in exacting too little be strivng for improvements. I apfrom the present.
peal to you as a responsible citizen
—Tyler.
of Kentucky for your tolerance and
patience in the administration of
the tax program.
With kindest personal regards.
I am
Sincerely yours,
Bert Combs

NOW!
Quick as

1 0.1. Size $3.00

Sun.-Mon.-Tue. Aug. 28-30
(Starts at 7:40)
THE BIG FISHERMAN
With Howard Keel
COMING! Tue.-Wed.-Thur.-Fri.
Sept. 6. 7, 8, 9
RETURN ENGAGEMENT!
"I PASSED FOR WHITE"

litf-14min
5Fee7:3/ BONUS OFFER

Using an "eye dropper" protects
against using too much acid or
vinegar. An excess could cause
fabric damage and remove too
much of the resin finish. As a safeguard, experiment first with a
scrap of the fabric.

PUMP
,

Ricky Nelson, star of scrum, television and records will be at the
1960 Mid-South Fair in Memphis September 30 and October I for
four performances. Ricky, America's newest teenage idol willr
his "Golden Record" songs and have a star studded cast to round
out the show.

Miss Nancy Burton Waterfield
Weds Michael Farnham Dudgeon
Miss Nancy Burton Waterfield. sweetheart roses and white baby's
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry breath, with those of the junior
Lee Waterfield of Clinton, became bridesmaids being smaller in dethe bride of Michael Farnham sign.
Dudgeon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Colleen Dudgeon, sister of
Farnham F. Dudgeon of Frank- the groom, was the flower girl.
fort, on Saturday. August 20, at Her short frock was of off-white
11:30 in the morning at St. J'e- silk organza over taffeta and her
rome's Church at Fancy Farm.
headdress was of matching white
The Rt. Rev. Monsignor Edward shirred folds of silk organza.
Russell officiated at the doubleServing as best man was the
ring ceremony before an altar bridegroom's father, Farnham F.
banked with white gladioli and Dudgeon.
greenery. All pews were decorated
Ushers were Harry Lee Waterwith white ribbon and greenery.
field Jr., of Clinton, brother of the
presented
by
music
was
Nuptial
bride; Patrick Dudgeon of FrankMrs. Ethel Hayden. organist, and
fort, brother of the groom; Richard
Miss Judy Willett, soloist.
Wayne Rodgers of Frankfort; MarGiven in marriage by her fath- tin Lee Crystal of Wood River. Ill.;
er, the bride wore a model of anti- and Joseph Hutton Jr., of Savanque ivory peau taffeta designed nah Beach, Ga.
with traditional simplicity. The
Mrs. Waterfielii, mother of the
bodice was fashioned with a low, bride, wore a dusty pink tunic
slight off-shoulder neckline and frock of peau taffeta, with a
short sweetheart sleeves. Tiny but- matching feather hat and pink
tons fastened the back of the bod- shoes. Her other acesesories were
ice to the low waistline. The full white. Pinned at her shoulder was
skirt ended in a sweeping chapel a white camellia corsage.
train. The tiered, bouffant fingerThe bridegroom's mother. Mrs.
tip veil of illusion was held by a Dudgeon, wore a dress of royal
emfitted scalloped cap of pearl
blue peau de soie and a small
broidered lace worn with a circu- matching hat. She also wore a
lar veil. Long kid gloves completed white camellia corsage.
the ensemble. The bridal bouquet
Following the ceremony a rewas a white orchid surrounded ception was given by the patents
with lilies of the valley showered of the bride at their home, Hicwith stephanotis and ribbons tied mandate Farm, near Clinton.
in lovers' knots.
After the reception Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Moss Hardy of Pa- Dudgeon left for a Northern wedducah. sister of the bride, was the ding trip with the bride wearing
matron of honor. Bridesmaids a sheath dress of winter white
were Miss Margaret Manning homespun embroidered in the
Triplett of Lexington: Miss Marcia same shade.
They will be at home at South
Ann DeWitt of Millersburg, Ohio;
Miss Diane Day Vittitow of Bend, Ind., where Mr. Dudgeon
Owensboro; and Miss Barbara Gay is a senior at the University of
Wall of Fairfax, Va. Misses Kath- Notre Dame. Both were graduated
erine and Rebecca Edwards of from Frankfort High School and
Clinton were the junior brides- she attended the University of
Kentucky where she was a memmaids.
All of the bridal attendants wore ber of Chi Omega sorority.
identical short frocks of flower
pink silk organza and imported
lace over taffeta. They wore
matching headdresses of the same
shade of silk organza fashioned inAn easy way has been found to
to shirred folds set with a large
rose and a circular veil. Each car- remove stubborn wrinkles and old
ried a colonial bouquet of pink hemline creases from resin-finished cottons, says Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Extension home demonstration agent in Fulton County. The
method also can be used to put
sharp, tailored edget
. on collars,
pleats, facings, ant hems of resinfinished garments.
All you need ia steam Iron,
ironing board, medicine dropper
and formic acid (available at drug
stores) or white vinegar. The formic acid or the scetic acid in white
vinegar reacts chemically with the
resin finish. Using anly heat and
moisture (a steam iron) will not
remove heat-set creases or put
sharp edges in resin-finished fabrics; the chemical action combined
with hat is nedeed to do the job.
Her is the method suggested by
Mrs. McLeod:
First, fill the medicine dropper
with white vinegar or formic acid.

Win this beautiful $69.50 JET
PILOT BICYCLE during TUFNUT BACK-TO-SCHOOL TIME.
Stop in and register today, without
cost or obligation.

11

FREE

BOYS' 13 3/4-oz BLUE JEANS
Leather branded; copper rivets. Western fit; sanforized; zipper. Sizes (4-11), $2.98: (12-18), $3.49, Slim.

Regular, Husky.

K. Homra's
312 Lake Si.
temwommilme.

Home Agent Gives
Out Suggestions

Back-to-School time!

FREE

Next,
- iron the material with a
steam iron (on steam setting) to
smooth the fabric as much as
possible and to heat the cloth.
Then squeeze the vinegar or acid
along the wrinkle or old hemline.
Let the fabric absorb the liquid
for about two. minutes; then iron it
dry.
If the wrinkle is stubborn, repoet the process, spread the cloth
smooth, and let it air-dry for four
or five hours. The chemical action
will continue for some time.
Press in permanent pleats the
same way. Press down the pleat as
you want it to look, apply the
liquid along the crease edge, and
Iron dry; treat each separately.
Treat both sides of the material so
that creases on the under side of
the pleat will be sharp and flat,
too. Then press all the pleats
in place and hang to dry for four
or five hours. This method also
sets creases or sharp edges in
hems, facings, collars, etc., on

LADIES AND GIRLS

Summer Flats
5c Pair
(For Second Pair) — When
You Buy First Pair At Regular
L-O-W Price Of Only $2.88
• Straws, Cloth. etc!
• Broken sires, 4-91
/
2
• Take your choice; big stock!
• Bring a friend, share the
savings!

MEDITATION
Meditation is the tongue of the
soul and the language of our sprit;
and our wandering thoughts in
prayer are but the neglects of
meditation and recessions from
that duty; and according as we
neglect meditation, so are our
prayers imperfect, meditation being the soul of prayer and the
Intention of our spirit.
—Jeremy Taylor
resin-finished fabrics.
According to Mrs. McLeod,
crease should last as long as
resin-finish-that is, as long as
fabric is wrinkle-resistant
wash-and-wear.

the
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or

Tiff MAYEAC

AuroMATIC
WASHER
llopihug Eisu
low down parinese"
mp. "
"111.
1
and Balmy Teruo

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

FOR YOUR HOME...
ELECTRIC HEAT

... as these electric bulbs

No odor, dirt or soot
'Why not enjoy the finest in home heating systems
Imlay — the s)stcrn that will be demanded in millions
of tomorrow's homes? That preferred system is ELEC.
?RIC HEAT ... preferred for warmth, convenience,
safety and flexibility. Some systems have a thermostat in
every room providing precirios temperature control.
And quick-response electric heat requires no furnaces or.
radiators. You conserve valuable living space. Clean u
the electric lamp you read by, soot-free electric heat.
cuts your carpet and drape cleaning bills. Yes, electric
beat adds, manic new dimensions to better living —
electritally!

Ask us about our electric
heating budget plan that
spreads out payments.

Call or stop in at our offices and We'll give you the
quick facts on budget-plan electric home heating. This
simplified plan is tailored to your needs. No interest
or carrying charges are involved ... and there's no obligation on your part.

Re modem ...
heat your home the clean, safe,
electric way.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Hurry Final 3 Days - Thursday, Friday, Saturday! Save On Clothing And School Needs!

BACK- TO- SCHOOL SALE
Take advantage .of our

many

pre-School-Opening

BALDRIDGE'S

Values.

Shop Today And SAVE!

5-
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Miss Oliver Becomes
Bride Of Donald Ray

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS

Sutberry - Wade
Engagement Told

I

For School: — Clothing, Paper, Notebooks And Supplies. Buy
Now, SAVE!

10- 25c STORE

Annual Jaycees Talent Youth
Contest To Be Held On Aug.30

Miss Linda Lou Harwood Becomes
Bride Of Gary Etheridge Of Akron

Immediately following the cereMr. and Mrs. William L. HarEveryone is invited to attend the hearing them again. The Jaycees wood, of 7006 So. Criegar, Chithe bridal party was served
mony
conthese
have
to
annual Jaycees Talent Youth Con- are delighted
Miss Cynthia Marie Oliver, dauannounces
the show cago Ill., have the honor of an- refreshments at the home of her
Richard
Jobe
to
Mrs.
returning
testants
7:30
at
old
30
August
dear
of
held
name
be
to
test
the
of
Oliver
"Praise
Monte:
ghter of Mrs.
nouncing the marriage of their
the engagement and forthcoming Fulton ..."
8424
at Carr Institute Auditorium. Ad- again
South Fulton, Tenn. became the
daughter, Linda Lou, to Gary step-brother, Gerald Hoover,
Judy
daughter.
her
of
wedding
75
and
cents.
35
also
time
will
rano.
be
that
s
,
.
will
about
mission
Mson
J %s
till
Mary
Well, it's just
bride of Donald Ray. son of Mr.
Knox St. The reception was at
So.
Augon
Akron,
of
Ohio,
Etheridge
Belle Sutberry to Marion Paul again. By this time 'text week,
This year the contest will be di- appear a in this y r. Mary will
and Mrs. Adren Ray of Fulton, on
the Banana Steak House, 9401
at 3 p. m.
Wade of South Fulton, Tennessee. bells will be rung, bodka will be vided into five classifications, vo- be remembered for er beautiful ust 13, 1960
Friday evening. August 12.
Cicero Ave. Guests attending the
was
by
ceremony
performed
The
n.'
The wedding vows will be ex- bought, and those poor little green cal, instrumental, dancing novelty selection "Allegheny
double-ring
irr.pressive
The
reception were the groom's mothChurch
the
fit
Wright
Cecil
Bro.
ceremony was performed at 6 changed at the Greenfield Meth- freshmen will be seen wandering and group. A prize will be awardEveryone will certain be look- of Christ, 84 and Stoney Island er, Mrs. Fred Etheridge, Akron,
p. m. in the home of Mrs. Montez odist hurch at si-c. o'clock in the aimlessly around and crying. "Will ed to a winner from each classifi- ing forward to all of the many Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L. HarOliver with the Cumberland Pres- evening. September 1, 1960 with somebody PLEASE tell me where cation. These winners will again new Contestants appearing on the
wood, Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Hoover,
dressed
in
white
was
bride
The
officiating.
English claw is?" !!!
return to the stage to complete for show.
byterian pastor, the Rev. Oakley Rev. W. H. Granberry
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Anderson,
a
white
carried
orchid
and
lace
Woodside. officiating.
The bride-elect graduated from
Of course, by the time you get to the grand award prize, whicfri is a
Mrs. Edith Miller, Mrs. Mozelle
Linda and Sandra Grisson will
on her white Bible. Her
The home was beautifully deco- Greenfield High school in 1959 and be a senior, all of this is old stuff. trip to the Mid-South Fair/Youth do a vocal duet to "Sugar Time," corsage,
Mr. Wm. F. Smith, MilToone,
maid of honor, Miss Mary Mozelle
Wisc., Mr. Robert Jones
rated with home-grown cut flow- attended the University of Tennes- But this year, even among us sen- Talent Contest in Memphis and a Cathy Campbell, daughter of Mr.
waukee,
Toone, was dressed in blue and
ers and greenery.
see at Martin, Tenn., for one year. iors, there is a general feeling of chance for a nation-wide TV audi- and Mrs. J. E. Campbell, will deMiss Patsy William.
and
wore purple tipped orchids. The
The bride was lovely in a white
She is the granddaughter of Mr. expectation in the air. There are tion and $2,000.00 in cash awards. light the crowd with a tap dance
The bride is the granddaughter
brides maid, Patsy Williams of
lace sheath dress, with rounded and Mrs. Roy Cantrell and the late no less than FIVE new teachers
TalJaycees
the
of
The purpose
number to "Basin Street Blues";
wore pink chiffon and car- of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Harwood of
neckline and matching three-quar- Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Sutberry of ready to greet us!! Most of us al- ent Contest is to discover, develop Carrot Schrades, South Fulton, Fulton,
a yellow tipped orchid cor- Martin, Route 1 by whom she was
ready know Mrs. Hawes, but the and encourage the talented youth will be doing a modern Jazz dance ried
ter length sleeve jacket. Her Greenfield.
The bride was given in marsage.
stranger.
rose
virtually
white
a
was
Mrs.
are
and
corsage
Mr.
of
other four
shoulder
Mr. Wade, son
couple will
of this community. Last year, the to "The Pasty's One"; Mollie
by her father. The groom reared. The young
The new coach. Mr. Caddas, has contest turned out to be one of the Walker, Route No. 2, Dukedom, riage
tied with white satin ribbon.
Paul F. Wade, graduated from
home in Chicago,
their
make
of
Jones
by
was
Robert
attended
Miss Jerilyn Ann Colley was the South Fulton High school and been here all this month, and from best variety shows ever put on in Tenn. will be there to sing and
where he is employed.
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
bride's maid of honor. She wore studied Business Administration what I hear, the football players Fulton. Many of the faces from last play her guitar; Darrel Lawrence, 3807 Levitt
an afternoon frock of white silk at the University of Tennessee at seem to like him. so I'm sure that year's show will be seen, along Route No. 1, Wingo, Ky., will also
organza with salmon pink cum- Martin. He is now employed by the the rest of us will too.
with new talented youth who have sing and play an electric guitar.
berbond and trim and a white rose Illinois Central Railroad at FulThe other new teachers are Mr. not entered the show before. The His selection will be the "Tree
comthe
(-orange.
Jackson. who will head
ton.
contestants will be judged on the of Life". Garry Harper, route No.
Kenny Lane Wade. a cousin of
The couple will make their home merce department; Mrs. Hernon, percentage basis as follows: talent. 2, Clinton, Ky., will sing "Belovthe bride, attended the groom as in South Fulton.
our full-time band director; Mrs. 40 percent; material suitable, 15 ed" and Larry Walker also from
best man.
McKnight, who will teach advanc- percent; presentation personality, Clinton will do a vocal solo,
For her daughter's wedding. Mrs.
ed math; and Mrs. Hawes, with 25 percent and dress, 20 percent. "Some Enchanted Evening."
Oliver chose a blue lace dress,
foreign languages and freshman
Returning to compete again this
Miss Teresa Pennington will
math.
elegantly detailed. She compliyear will be the very talented again this year appear in the show.
mented it with a blue feather hat
There will be several new sub- Sharrye Johnson, daughter of Mr.
Star",
and rhinestones. She wore a pink
jects offered this year. namely: and Mrs. Warren Johnson, Water She will sing "Swinging on a
ukerose corsage.
I, remedial reading, journ- Valley. Sharrye, who added rythm accompanying herself on her
French
Naylor Burnette will go to Dalradio show
Mrs. Ray was attired in a
alism, business math, and possibly to last year's show with her de- lele. She has her own
las Monday, August 29. to take
talented
i
green silk _cotton sheath, with
others. The science department lightful tap dance, will do a toe over WFUL and is the
part in the largest sales meeting of
C. F.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
acchose
black
will be improved by a better dance. Another one returning will
rhinestones. She
its type ever held.
equipped laboratory, and a science be Miss Jane Edwards, daughter Pennington of Fulton.
cessories and a yellow rose corBurnette, who owns and opeNot letting the boys do all the
sage.
library. Part of the basement will of Mr. and Mrs. Spud Edwards,
rates the Burnette Tractor Co. will
BEN FRANKLIN HAS
The couple is now at home on
be used to extend the commerce Country Club Courts. This year singing, Miss Shirley Ann Bardi
go to Dallas along with other John
vocal solo,
Paducah Street in South Fulton.
room, and another part will be Jane has quite a treat for the Water Valley, will do a
EVERYTHING YOU
Deere retail dealers from this
VirMary
The guest list included Mrs.
converted into a new publications crowd since she will be playing "Keys to the Kingdom".
will
At the sales meeting, they
area.
Street,
NEED—Visit our store toVine
801
Page,
ginia
Oliver
and
Mr.
Montez
room. This will house the KEN- from her own Hammon organ.
Monette,
will see for the first time the new
the
on
Day"
Scherbert's
"In
play
day, before the rush! Buy
NEI.. our FEN newspaper, and the David Wiley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Arden Ray, Patsy Ann
of John Deere Tractors which
and Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Roy line
G-R-ROWL. our annual. The old Morris Wiley, 106 Forrestdale, piano.
and save during our Prebe put on the market in late publications room
If you'd like to see the best varwill he turned South Fulton, will be returning to
ruce, Michael Stayton, Mr. and will
117
September.
Savings event!
School
of the year, make your
into a science storeroom.
Mrs. R. L. Harris, Miss Lena Lou
challenge the other singers by iety show
/n all. some 4,500 independent
49c
3 - RLNG BINDER
Moss, Miss Bonnie Usrey and
Of course, the thing most of us singing "Running Bear." Talented plans now to attend the Jaycees
businessmen in the United States are
Michael Jeffress.
wondering about and looking Miss Sally Williams returns again youth talent show, August 30 at
25e
.
.
..
and Canada who sell and service forward to, is
FILLER PAPER
our football season, this year to steal the hearts of the the Carr Institute Gym. This will
John Deere products will attend which starts
our
of
youth
September 2. The audience with a lovely voice and be a night for the
TYPING PAPER, PAD .. .. 25c
the meeting. It will be the first Bulldogs take on
Russellville at very delightful personality. Re- comunity, so give them your suptime any manufacturer will utilize Memorial Stadium. There
29c
....
WHITE PASTE
are turning, also, will be the very tal- port and be there to watch their
as many airplanes, reserve as great hopes for another
good team ented Susan Stokes, daughter of performances.
VINYL PLASTIC BINDER $1.00
Mr. and Mn. Wilson L. Fowler many accommodations, and ar- this year. since twenty-three mem- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jolley, Park
range
for
as
many
meals
for
a
bers of the 1959 team are return- Avenue. Adding a lot of zest to the
of Cayce. Kentucky are today anDOING GOOD
COLOR PLASTIC BINDER 79c
ing along with some more good show will be the Ken-Tenn Trio,
nouncing the engagement and ap- single group at one time.
We look into the long avenue of
Sixteen
United
States
and
Cana. ... 29c
prospects. A little added incentive who will also be returning. The the future and see the good there
Hi-TEEN BINDER
proaching marriage of their daughter. Annelle. to Thurman Glynn dian airlines will airlift the deal- to the team is that if they win all trio, composed of Billy Sensing, is for each one of us to do, when
... 49e
BINDER
LEATHERETTE
Goodwin of San Jose, California, ers, plus 1.500 other persons, into of their West Kentucky Confer- Jimmy Clark and Bill Griffith, we realize after all what a beautifor
Dallas
next
Tuesday's
meeting.
live.
ence
games, they will qualify for gave the crowd quite a lift last ful thing it is to work, and
son of Mrs. A. L. Moore of San
Jose and T. H. Goodwin of Water Due to the size of the group, facili- the state championship tourna- year and we're sure everyone is and be happy.
ties
such
as
the
Dallas
Memorial
ment at the end of the season. So looking forward to seeing
Valley. Kentucky.
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
and
Grandparents of the bride-elect Auditorium, the Texas State Fair- let's all get behind our Bulldogs
the
Cotton Bowl will and boost them on to victory!!
are: Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Council grounds. and
Well, I guess that's all for now,
of Union City, Route 3, and the be needed to accommodate everyGet 87% More Wear'
so fll close on this happy (f??)
late Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Fowler of one.
"ONWARD" PLASTIC ZIP BINnote—SCHOOL STARTS NEXT
Wickliffe Kentucky.
TUESDAY!!!
The bridegroom-elect is the UK PRINCETON COED
DER FILLED WITH "ONWARD"
3
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn IS AWARDED GRANT
SUPPLIES; GINGER COLOR, 1' IDEAS
Hill of Mayfield, Kentucky and
1
SPORT SHIRTS
Joyce Wood, a University of
riti.
Common speakers have only one
of Connie Goodwin and the late
1.14110161.
1
INCH CAPACITY
Kentucky home economics senior set of ideas, and one set of words
Mrs. Goodwin.
$1.77
Miss Fowler is a 1958 graduate from Princeton, has been awarded to clothe them in; and these are
of Fulton County High School the $150 Statie Erikson Scholar- always ready at the mouth; so
Others
from $1, up
A
where she was a cheerleader and ship for the spring semester. A people come faster out of a church
a
when
than
empty,
of
almost
graduate
SPORTS
Caldwell County High that is
voted a high school favorite. She
CAR
attended Lambuth College in Jack- School, she is a student assistant crowd is at the door.
son two years and she is a mem- in food research at the University.
FASHiON
ber of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
The bridegroom-elect was a
member of the 1957 Cayce High
SCHOOL BAGS
school graduating class. He has
just completed two Years in the
Each with lunch pocket!
armed forces.
9fle
Rubberized duektex
The wedding will be solemniz$1.59
Rubberized rayon
Offers;
Cayce
ed September 5 at the
Methodist Church.
$1.69
Pencil Sharpeners
10c
Pocket Sharpeners ...
Memory
the
to
tribute
A Service that is a beautiful
Pencil tablets, cowboy cover, 17e
10c
. .. .
12-Inch rulers
of Your Loved One — — embracing dignity, symBy Karen Dublin
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Burnette Goes To
Dallas Meeting

ci

Yes. We Have All The Things Your Children Will Need
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Miss Fowler To Wed
Thurman Goodwin
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c heat.
electric

Jumbo filler paper, Reg. 49c . .2 Pkgs. 77c
Name-frame Filler paper (Adv. on TV 25c

Gingham
Plaid

Ball point pen set; six pens in
transparent pocket protector . . . . 47c sets

The Whitnel Funeral Home

LEVI'S

Mather - Williams
Wedding Announced

-ou the
g. This
interest
o obli-

'ANY

Mrs. Erin Mather of North
Hollywood, Calif. and Earl Williams of Clinton, Route 1, were
married Wednesday, Aug. 17.
The Rev. T. Smithmier, pastor of
the Mt. Vernon Methodist Church,
performed the ceremony at his
home in Clinton at 7 a. m.
The couple's attendants were
her brother, Elmer Walston and
Mrs. Truman Scott.
Immediately following the ceremony the couple left for California. where they will make their
Lome.
2 MORE WEEKS TO ENROLL
FOR UK FALL SEMESTER
Students planning to enter the
University of Kentucky for the
find time this fall were reminded
yesterday they atilt have two
weeks to submit their applications.
Actual application deadline for
the fall semester is Aug. 20.

DOUBLE-KNEE
WESTERN JEANS

pathy, sincerity and reverence.

Sanfor.zed
ppPp

A Record of Experience that merits your confidence
in us.

A funeral home remodeled and designed to fit
your needs and comforts.

Cadillac Ambulance Service that has always been
dependable, courteous and efficient.

408 Eddings St.

—

—

—

Tel.

88

'Or ribs% 11005•

Here is an especially
beautiful selection of plaids
In traditionally
popular ginghams .. bright
and cheery for Fall too.
In Porto Fino cotton they're
Wash 'n Wear.

Yea, LEVI'S Double-knee Western Jeans are actually 87%
tougher by laboratory testa!
They're sanforized too, for easy
washing and perfect fit—have
sipper fh and waist snap even
tiny youngsters can work. Reg.
and slim models 4 to 12. Husky
to 36 waist.
$2.98

Sizes 6-20 $1.98, $2.98
ALSO: Our famous brand Jeans
Slims only; slight irregulars; sizes 6-12

$1.98 PR.

THE LEADER STORE
Fulton

434 Lake Street

Webster's School Dictionaries . . . . $1.00
Webster's Pocket Dictionaries . . . . 35c
Bonus Pencil packs 10 "Big Ben"
04

pencils with sharpener, or 12 topquality "Onward' pencils
27e Pkg.

BEN

FRANKLIN:
• •

200 Lake

St.

•

Fulton, Ky.

South Fulton, Obion, Weakley
Police Arrest Negro Thievery Ring

Dr. Horton To
Preach In Fulton

Swift's Dairy News

Puckett To Teach Page 8
At Hickman

AMA
"the liquor is in"

1

I • .%
fell Calle%

.
-

IN

5 other Varieties
8 oz. size - 80c
Qt. size - $2.90
miessomne. ma neeemaa

RED DEVILS WIN
Coach Ronnie Phillips' Red
Devils of South Fulton won 13-0
over Gleason in the first round of
the Jamboree held at Dresden
Donald
night, and
Saturday
Parcham, fleet-footed South Fulton half-back, was named the outstanding back of the six participating teams in the Jamboree.

By James Browder

MISS COATES IN REVUE
A 19-year-old Fulton girl, Mis•
Glenda Coates, has been select&
to represent the Obion Count:
Young Farmers and Homemaker
in the "Fairest of the Fair" beaut:
revue at Union City. She is th.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thorns
Coates.

Ralph Puckett of Fulton has accepted the position of Industrial
County
welcome Arts teacher at the Fulton
Swift & Co. wishes to
High School at Hickman.
Wa1,
Route
of
Ingram
Mr. A. D.
Mr. Puckett received his B. S.
recent
ter Valley as one of our
from Murray State College
degree
naa
is
Ingram
milk patrons. Mr.
reared this past spring, majoring in Intive of Middle Tenn., being
dis- dustrial Arts. While in college he
DISCRETION
near Columbia. After being
of was a member of the Industrial
end
CONTENTMENT
the
at
service
from
charged
purse and your mouti
your
Open
Inhonorary
Pi
Tau,
Epsilon
back Arts,
contentment depends not cautiously; and your stock o
True
the war, he wanted to get
the
and
y,
around dustrial Arts fraternit
upon what we have. A tub was wealth and reputation shall, a
to the farm. After looking
Veterans Club.
large enough for Diogenes, but a least in repute, be great.
extensively for land in his home
this
Mr. Puckett, son of Mr. and Mrs. world was too little for Alexander.
county, he decided to come to
—Zimmerman.
farm Carl Puckett, Sr. of Fulton, was
—Colton.
area and bought his present
High
Fulton
graduated from
in 1949, con • isting of 126 acres.
and School in 1952. and served • period
He started out milking cows
1952 of time in the U. S. Navy before
sold unipPaded milk until
entering Murray State.
forcand
herd
his
hit
Bangs
when
AfHis wife, Shirley. teaches the
ly.
complete
out
sell
to
ed him
in,
grade at South Fulton, and
fifth
back
bought
he
ter three years,
al Queen" last
purchasing some springing heifers, was "Miss Centenni
To- year.
and started back to milking.
Mr. and Mrs. Puc:..:tt own their
day, his herd numbers 11 head.
Dit. JOHN L. HORTON
Although he has a herd of mixed home in the Country Club Courts
breeding and are members of the First
Dr. John L. Horton, superin- breed, he used artificial
and saves Methodist Church.
tendent of the Memphis North to increase production,
takes
District, will be with the First his heifers calves. These he
days
Methodist Church in Fulton for from the cow at from 5 to 7
He's
bucket.
a
on
mornraises
Sunday
and
age
next
of
the service
practical way
ing. He will remain through Fri- convinced this is the
to raise them, and also to get rid
day night.
days
Along with Dr. Horton will be of his bull calves at a few
clear picMarvin Scott, evangelistic singer old. This helps him get a
average is,
Fred Homra had charge of the
from Milan, Tenn. Mr. Scott has ture of what his herd
averaged program at the weekly luncheonherd
his
tic
year
evangelis
past
This
in
life
spent his entire
meeting of the Fulton Rotary Club
just under 8,000 lbs. per cow.
singing.
Mr. Ingram is blessed with Tuesday at the Park Terrace. He
Dr. Horton was born at Milan,
as a introduced the two speakers,
Tenn. He has served at the First plenty of fresh running water
When the thieves pulled into the Methodist Church in Jackson- stream crosses the back of his Charles Caddas, bead coach at
drive, the car was surrounded and ville, Fla., First Methodist Church place partly fed by springs. He has Fulton High, and Ronnie Phillips,
all four were arrested. In their car in Birmingham, Ala., First Metho- a bottom pasture adjoining that head coach at South Fulton. They
was found all of the marchandise dist Church in Memphis and St. even in mid-winter stays green, spoke on the coming football seastolen from Campbell's grocery, John's Methodist Church in Mem- which consists of a mixture and son and the prospects at both
plenty of good water are two re- schools. Other honored guests
plus the money from the juke box phis.
k
at the Bar-B-Q stand, Mansfield
He is in demand for camp meet- quirements for successful livestoc were Joe Caldwell of Fulton High
pro- and Ual Killebrew of South Fulmany
contrast,
a
As
the
out
raising.
through
stated.
revivals
and
ings
ducers during the past few weeks ton, assistant coaches.
Arrest of the quartet is expected south.
The visiting Rotarians were the
of dry weather, have been low or
that
ring
thievery
a
to break up
stock water and short of Rev. R. A. Bivens of Clinton, Paul
of
out
s
numerou
for
has been responsible
Nailling of Union City and Murray
pasture.
break-ins in and around Fulton
Fifths —
Mr. Ingram raises all his feed, McConnell of Miami Springs, Fla.
during the past several months,
buying only his supplement which
Mansfield told the News.
he adds at the feed mill when he
Miss Thomasine Miles of Dres- has his grain cruched. He adds
Pints — $2.50
den, a twenty-year-old Campus only enough hay to give his grain
Beauty at UTMB, was crowned some bulk, for he is also convinced
Miss Willow Plunge last Wednes- that grinding good quality hay is
Miss Betty Ann Powell, daughday night in a contest which cli- only an added expense.
Hall Pints — SLOO
maxed an evening of entertainThe Ingram/ have kept up with ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powment at the Kitty League bell park the times by purchasing a mech- ell of South Fulton, who was namhere.
anical cooler to cool his milk and ed alternate to Elaine Prather in
Miss Miles was crowned by Miss last year putting in a two unit the recent Honeyqueen contest,
will represent the °him county
Frances "Sugar" Parr, who has milking machine.
reigned as Miss Willow Plunge
When asked if he had any ad- beekeepers association in the Miss
since last year's event.
vise for a man just starting out on Obion County Fair beauty contest.
Miss Prather was made ineligi.Miss Carolyn Gleason of Martin, the farm, he readily replied that
and Miss Sharrye Johnson of Wa- selling milk looked like the only ble for the fair contest after winter Valley were chosen as alter- sure. steady income. He, like ning the Honeyqueen event. She
nates.
thousands of others who milk more will be eligible for the state HonBrenda Kay Harrison was also than 2 or 3 cows, looks for the eyqueen contest. Under a fair
the winner of a new title, that of milk check to supply a frivat part rule no girl may enter the fair
Cub Scout Queen. Her attendants of the farm income. For those beauty contest if she has won an4 YEARS OLD
will be Ruth Ann Burnette and skeptics who think that milking other major beauty contest.
Susan Bard. The. trio succeeds and selling manufactored milk toAlso Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Carmen Weaks as Queen and day is a losing proposition, they
BONUS BY JAN. 1
Cindy Homra and Jen Ray Browd- need to talk to Mr. Ingram, for he
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50
er as alternates.
is in the best position to know.
Gov. Bert Combs said this week
Other activities at the ball park
he believed bonus payments to
90 Nicol • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
last Wednesday night included
Kentucky veterans will begin be4 Years Old
the annual Cub Scout Carnival.
fore Jan. I, and he gave out-ofHIRAM WALKER & SONS. INC.. PEORIA. ILL.
state veterans renewed hope of
getting bonuses.

James Adams and Deputy
Alert police from South Fulton liceman
Sheriff Miles of Weakley County.
tipped
County,
Weakley
from
and
Mansfield, Deputy Sheriff 0. L.
off that a quartet of Negro men
and Fulton police assisted
Bushart
on
out
were
living east of Fulton
earlier.
search
the
in
wait
in
a round of burglary, laid
According to Mansfield, here is
for the men in the early hours of
last Sunday evening at a house the story:
where they had been storing their
The H. B. Ross grocery at Ruthloot, arrested all of them as they ville was entered Friday night by
reand
car,
alighted from their
thieves, who stole 3 pounds of
covered money and merchandise margarine, 4 pounds of bacon, 4
from two break-ins that had just pounds of cream cheese, and a
been accomplished by the group. quantity of weiners, bologna and
Arrested were James Morris, 43, cigarettes. On Saturday night the
Frasier Rowsley, 48, Dorsey John- Campbell Grocery in South Fulton
son, 30, and Linder Henry, 24, all was entered by breaking out a
Negroes. Morris, Johnson and Hen- back window and 22 cartons of
ry (a former Chicagoan) live on cigarettes, plus a quantity of milk,
the Reams Road on the Charles eggs and cigars were stolen. The
Fields farm cad of Fulton; Rows- same night a Bar-B-Q stand on
ley lives on Fulton Route 1. The McDowell street in South Fulton
quartet is in the Weakley County was entered via the same method,
jail but will be brought to Obion the juke box pried open and the
County to answer charges of burg- money removed.
lary, larceny and receiving stolen
Police, receiving a tip on a
merchandise, according to Elmer
loitering about the
Mansfield, South Fulton chief of strange car
latter robbery, folPolice who was in the searching premises of the
lowed up the lead, discovered that
party.
it belonged to Morris and went to
Those in the arresting party his house east of town. Finding no
were Canstable John Adams, Po- one at home, they searched the
house and found all of the merchandise from the Ross grocery robbery still intact, plus 45 cartons
of cigarettes. Then they lay in wait
;
.,•
IN°I for the occupants to return.

'
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Coaches Speak
To Rotarians

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

Misses Miles And
Harrison Are Queens

Publi
Fulton
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lic assisti
month of
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$4.00

Miss Powell To
Represent County

Week - End Special

doj
so

FRIDAY and SATURDAY only
FREEZER
REFRIGERATOR

CONTAINERS

Williams Speaks
To Lions Club

James Warren had charge of the
program at the weekly Lions Club
luncheon meeting at the Park Terrace Friday. He introduced Charles
Allen Williams, Paducah attorney,
who made an interesting talk on
"What Is Your Life Worth?'
Guy Fry was introduced as a
new member. Vyron Mitchell will
have charge of the program this
week.

Durine July the sale of Series E
and H Savings Bonds in Fulton
County amounted to $17.625. This
raised the cumulative figure for
the first ieven months to $93,181.
The County's goal is $333.850.
In Kentucky, sales for July
totalled $3,933,831. raising the
cumulative figure to $32,857.889
against the annual goal of $80,700,000.

Specials at Wade's Used Store

stactesid
Space-saving square shape,... they may be
odorless
one upon the other. Mad. of easy-to-clean
covers
styrene plastic with tight fitting flexible plastic
s.
... In a choice of three different size package

_

W. M.(BU)Adams

200 Lake St.

Reworked Living Room Suites, from
Poster Bed Room Suite

$47.50
$54.95

Cane Bottom Chairs, each
Ironing Board,like new

$ 1.25
$ 4.50

Platform Rockers
High Back Rockers

$ 9.95
$10.95

Sewing Rockers
Refrigerators

$ 4.95
$65.00

Nice Automatic Washer
9-Pc. Dining Room Suite

$49.95
$65.00

Coal Heaters, from
Gas Heater, nearly new _

$27.50
$50.00

9x12 Rugs
New Bunk Beds
2PRICE
1
Remnants of Rugs /

$ 9.95
$105.00

ShopBen Franklin and Save

WADE'S USED STORE

sio BEN FRANKLIN 5-10

-Trade with Wade and Save" — Easy Terms
Phone 478
217 Main Street
imimamia

minute

thew
touch

with fi
talk tc
boo, o/

$17,625 In Bonds
Sold In County

RETURNED TO FULTON
Parker McClure, local painter,
who was injured in a fall recently,
WORK PROGRESSING
returned to the Fulton Hoswas
Work is progressing on the new
's Clinic in
addition to the South Fulton City pital, from Campbell
Memphis Sunday.
Hall.

• Storing Foods in Refrigerator, Freezer
• Perfect for Lunches or Picnics
• Holding Shop Parts or Fishing Tackle

HERE
the fits
No gu

a

Attention, Farmers!
OW

OM

Due to repairs being made to our corn shelling plant,
we will be unable to buy corn from August 15th to September 1st.
However,we can still handle corn on an exc
basis for custom grinding a'nd mixing.
Thanks for your business and your cooperation.

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Phone 900
Fulton, Kentucky

, 196C
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$14,706 Received In
Public Assistance
Fulton County's dependent children received $14,706 in total public assistance payments for the
month of July.
An announcement by Commissioner of Economic Security Jo M.
_

Ferguson stated this is an increase
of $15.51 in average payments per
family over July, 1959.
According to Commissioner Ferguson, the month's increase in
funds paid to dependent children
throughout the state is the result
of sales tax appropriations snaking
available new federal matching
funds for public assistance.

Telephone
Talk,

ratan.

11111•01‘

by
H. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville, has won the top award,
the MacEachern Citation, in the
"Special Public Relations Project
Contest" conducted this year for
the first time by HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT magazine.
The hospital was cited for its
public relations activties in obtaining a chapel for -its 1700 patients.

r

In June, 1959, the Department of
Mental Health purchase a $250
surplus army chapel from Fort
Campbell, located 15 miles from
the mental hospital. Upon the suggestion of the Hopkinsville Committee on Institutions of the Kentucky Council of Churches, a
Citizen's Committee, composed of
representatives from the thirtyfour counties the hospital serves,
was formed to give Western State
and the Department advice and
help about financing the costs of
paying for the chapel.

Lir

West

Through the Committee's efforts,
over $15.000 was contributed by
indivduals and organizations in
counties to dismantle the chapel at
the army post, to move it to Hopkinsville, to reassemble, equip and
decorate it. At the dedication ceremonies on April 10, Dr. H. L. McPheeters, Commissioner of Mental
Health, accepted the key to the
chapel and he, in turn, presented
it to the hospital's Patient Council.

HOW MANY TIMES
have you been the "star"
of this little play? It's night
time, and you're in bed.
Suddenly: RRI1NNGG!
You leap up, can't find the
light, stub your -toe, finally
get to the phone—and
they've hung up. Irritating,
isn't it? You can ring down
the curtain on this little
play once and for all, though. All you need is a handy bedside extension phone to take or make night calls. Convenient, inexpensive ... and mighty attractive, too, when
you pick one in color. Why not call our Business Office
soon and ask about extension phones for your home, or
asl: any installer-repairman you sec.

The fund drive was sponsored
locally by the B dc P W Club.
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads

Sumner Prices On

• • •

COAL

120

"I don't care
where yogi get it!
Get me a
Rare crow!"

Let us fill your bin now!

—Immediate Delivery
—All sizes on hand

HERE'S THE EASIEST RIDDLE you ever solved. What's
the fastest way to "visit" out of town friends or relatives?
No guessing there—by Long Distance, of course. In just
minutes Long Distance can take you almost anywhere in
the world. It's reassuring to know you're never out of
touch with family and friends. Fun too, enjoying a visit
with folks you miss. Got someone in mind you'd like to
talk to? A quick call will do it, and it'll solve the riddle
too, of wondering how your someone is.

$1.50

ILL.

11••

CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51
•

•

•
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Western State
Awarded Top Prize

sideration.

County Receives
$622 For Blind

How can planning preserve property? Proper planning can insure
cash when it is needed, such as
at the death of a farm owner. The
presence of cash at that time often
Commissioner of Economic Secan forestall selling of property at curity Jo M. Ferguson announced
a sacrifce to raise money.
this week that Fulton County received $622 for the needy blind
Proper planning can result in
and $3,582 for the totally and perprobate cost and tax saving. For
manently disabled in public assistexample, merely stating in a will
benefits for the month of
that the Executor shall serve with- ance
out bond can result in a saving of July.
The needy blind recipients in
several hundred dollars for a farm
the county received average payestate.
ments of $56.51 for the month as
The simple procedure of naming compared to $50.38 received in
an indivclual beneficiary of life in- July, 1959.
surance instead of the estate can
Payments to the county's 69
result in savings in inheritance totally and permanently disabled
taxes in most cases. There is no showed a $8.40 average increase.
doubt about it, time spent consultCommissioner Ferguson said the
ing with your lawyer and life in- increase in aid is the result of
surance man can pay big divdends. sales tax funds and more federal
Many dollars savings are available matching money to public assistthrough planning, but perhaps ance.
even more important is the fact
What is it? Gene Holter, wild animal expert, displays a strange
that proper planning can help a
animal recently captured in Colorado. It has mane and tail like
farmer's dream come true. Of curity. Wise estate planning now
a horse, horns like a steer, grunts like a pig, whistles like a bird
course the first step is setting up will ease many serious problems
and gets wool in winter like a sheep. It stands about 39 inches
goals. The first concern of most later. What have you done about
business men is "What will hap- your estate planning? Now would
tall, weighs 150 pounds and has not been identified by top animal
pen to my family when I die"? be a good time to bring it up to
authorities. The strange animal will appear at the free wild
This is a particular problem to a date.
animal circus that will be at the Kentucky State Fair, Sept.
farmer because in most cases the
12, 13 and 14.
farming wheels will slow down or
stop at his death.
Perhaps the family bank account
is sufficient to pay taxes and
debts, but what can the widow do
Washes, Melo and Tine
for a permanent arrangement. Can
Plena et AO Elude Reesshe operate the farm? Can she find
irately Repaired at Law Cost
Senator John Sherman Cooper a plan permitting men to choose a capable hired manager? Can the
(R-Ky) said today he was high- retirement at the younger age with rent the farm land, or is selling
ly pleased that the bill reported by proportionately reduced benefits, the answer?
the Senate Finance Committee or retirement at 65 with full beneEstate plans should provide for
contains amendments to the So- fits. "I join wholeheartedly in sup- assuring the wiles economic secial Security Act which he co- porting this amendment to permit
sponsored and strongly supported. earlier retirement," Cooper said,
The new provisions contained in "which will also help to open up
the Senate bill "are very import- more jobs for younger workers."
ant to all persons under Social Ses
2. Increasing from $1200 to $1800
curdy," Cooper said. He called a year the amount a retired person
particular attention to four of the may earn without reduction of his
changes:
Social Security benefits.
1. Reducing the retirement age
3. Removing the age limitation
for men from 65 to age 62--under for disabilty benefits so that all
disabled insured workers under
age 50, and their dependents,
would qualify for benefits the second month after enactment of the
bill.
4. Extending for 3 years, to
Top leaders of Kentucky's larg- April 1962, the time for ministers
est farm organization have endors- to elect Social Security coverage.
ed the calling of a constitutional The voluntary provision expired
convention for limited revision of last year, but Senator Cooper said
the state constitution.
many pastors had not known about
The Kentucky Farm Bureau's the special self-employment cov33-member Board of Directors, erage in time to file their applicameeting at Frankfort, adopted tions.
Senator Cooper priinted out that
the following statement on constihe had introduced bills to accomtutional revision:
plish the jast two provisions, in
"In the absence of an official
addition to supporting the others.
policy on the question of consti"The Administration, and Senator
tutional revision by the county
Harry Flood Byrd of Virginia,
Farm Bureau voting delegates at
Chairman of the Senate Finance
the last annual convention of the
Committee, have both said that the
Kentucky Farm Bureau FederaSocial Security Trust Fund is adetion, this Board of Directors pro"Tinted to Porisotto*
quate to cover these changes at no
vided for the appointment of a
additional cost to workers or emyoarsr
special committee to make a
ployers," Senator Cooper said.
thorough study of this issue and to
ICIDMICKY STRAIGHT
make a recommendation back to
SOUDDON WHISKS,
/
US,

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Senate Finance Committee Reports
On Relaxation Of Social Security

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Farm Leaders
Endorse Convention

86 Proof
Defogs

4/5 Quart

1/2 Pint

$5.50

$1.75

ea die

74/tas

lant,
Sep-

FACTO
COMING!
Yes, the rumors are true that John
Deere will soon be announcing a new
line of tractors. We'll be previewing them
at "Deere 'Day in Dallas" August 30,
What's more, we've been told that these.
new tractors represent an amazing leap
forward in power farming- an advance
so progressive that it sets an all-new
high in tractor. performance, ease of
handling, and operator comfort. Watch
for our announcement date when wereturn from Dallas. We are looking for- ,
ward to showing you firsthand what
these tractors are going to mean to you
in greater production, lower labor costs, .
and-more leisure time.

With JIM PRYOR
Agtic•hund Asset,Owls amoral Rearsol
PROTECT ESTATE BY
PLANNING AHEAD
In this day and age, we are all
so busy that many times so many
of the important things in our lives
are overlooked. They are overlooked due to the mere fact that
we permit the smaller things that
enter our lives to overtake the intportant plans we should make for
future years.
Every farmer has an estate, in
fact, everyone has an estate. For
a farmer and his family it may be
to him quite unnecessary to make
the plans he should to preserve the
farm and care for it so it will be
a Livelihood for the family, but
also retirement income for parents
and a legacy for children at owner's death.
This is a big order. Owners of
small farms must be every bit as
careful in planning as large farm
owners. The waste of a single asset
may cause hardships for the owner
and his family.
In the case of large farms, careful plans should be made to conserve property. Taxes are important and should be one serious con-

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color TE12vision
Used TV Sets for Sale

900
Ful ton

"Tow.Brigkt Buy in
Light Bourbon!"
IDDHUONY 111111A1G0411
.01111110,1 WHIMS,

90 Proof

$4.65
45 Quart

1/2 Pint

$1.50

Yellowstone
"Thar* right —no biter
ICIPITUONV STRANINT
BOURDON WNIIIINST

4/5 Quart I

$4.85

I

1/2 Pint

$1.55

90 Proof

Wood & Pruitt TV

Burnette Tractor Company
207 E. 4th Street

SILVER LABEL

Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood

Phone 169 I

300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"
(KENMORE DISTILLERIES CO. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Avenue, South Fulton. Phone 299.

OF

KEYS made
wait. Forrester's WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
204 Main.
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. ConCAN YOU USE MORE PAY?
tact us for prices and specificaA B. B. I. Graduate can earn
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
enough in 2% months to pay for
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
our moat expensive secretarial
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7course. What is your earning pow1812 Mayfield, Ky.
er now? Inquire or visit TODAY
for free information. ENROLL any
day, Mon. thru Fri. BRUCE BUSIWhen its
NESS INSTITUTE, 308 Poplar St..
Real Estate in Fulton
Tel. 6415, Martin, Tenn. Veteran's
training program also offered.
---- see —

RED DEVILS PLAY
South Fulton's Red Devils will
go into action Friday night when
they play the Dresden Lions there
at 8 p. m. The following week
South Fulton plays at Ridgely.

Rglatered Polled
FOR SALE:
Herefords; good blood lines. Three
males 14 months old; four heifers
Farms,
12 months. Guilford
7ireenfield, Tenn., Phone AD-53353
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NEW 1960 Chevrolets: Two-doors
and four-doors, station wagons
and hardtops, are looking for a
home. Big stocks. Call or see Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Fourth
Street, Fulton. Phones 38, 60.
FOR THE BE51 town .in Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 'J. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment

WE
FARM FOR SALE-54 acre hog
farm. Highly fertile, level. Modern
farrowing house. Dairy barn, concrete block feed house. Comfortable small house. Rust-free pressure water, gas furnace. Adjoining
land available. Between Fulton
and Martin. Mall, school bus, milk
routes. ill health forces sale. Pric
ed only $16,000.00. See or call J.
W. Covington Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
Phone 998-R-4.

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Let reverence for the law be
breathed by every mother to the
lisping babe that prattles on her
lap; let it be taught in schools,
seminaries and colleges; let it be
written in primers, spelling books
and almanacs; let it be preached
from the pulpits and proclaimed in
legislative halls and enforced in
courts of justice.

WANTED: "Experienced and successful general livestock farmer
for Hickman County Kentucky
farm. Must be trustworthy, sober
and good worker. Pays $5.00 per
day. Steady work all year long.
Give 5 references in reply ad- NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Macdressed to Box "W" % The News."
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
Peeples, Service Manager of
trade—repair and move. Get
The Harvey Caldwell Comour prices. We service all makes
PsnY, DRIVE-IN Office OutTV. Phone 307. P.oper Television
fitters, Phone 674.

Sc
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Isref
nigh
audi
of al
Tale
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snd 1
walk
and
tele%

CHARLES W.BURROW
309 Walnut

FARM LOANS

INE IMAXE ME 110=
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'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

FARM INSURANCE
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MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
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Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders
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WE GUARANTEE YOU MEALTIME HAPPINESS EVERY TIME YOU BUY SWIFT'S
PREMIUM AGED TENDER BEEF.IT IS ALWAYS DELICIOUSLY TENDER AND
FLAVORSOME.

BEEF SALE!
Rib Steak LB .... 69c
Fresh
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buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fulton
lurch Street

Bring your repair jobs to

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

MAYFIELD, KY.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
4e% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your Policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 166

Young
Men's

G7ound

BEEF ROAST
SWIFTS Premium, Fully Cooked
10 to 15 Lb. Avg. Whole Or Shank Half

Beef 3 Lbs $1.39

Jam
lag
had I

FRESH,TENDER Cut-Up 2 Lb. Avg.

SWIFT Premium Sliced

Lig,59c BACON Tray Pack Lb.59c FREIE Tray Pack Lb.33c

,

HAMS

Potatoes 10 lbs. 59

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phnne 345

SPINET PIANO
WANTED:
Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
a SPINET PIANO.
Can be seen locally.
WRITE
CREDIT MANAGER,
P.O. Box 215
Shelbyville, Indiana

Mee

Swifts Premium Aged Tender. Fore Quarter

WY 10

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833

Gen

2 Hds. 25c
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Red Delicious Apples New Crop-4Lb.Bag...59c
LIBBYS

ARMOURS

FRUIT COCKTAIL 303 can 25c

VIENNA Sausage 2 4oz. cans 39c

ARGAIRINE 21Rts

CASUAL PANTS

MSC° 3Lb.Can ...... 79c

SHERBET 1-2 Gal.
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'A variety of fabrics in easy-care

wash and wear styles...with
dress pant tailoring... narrow
waist bands and dropped pocket
loops...tab on hip pocket and
hook and eye waist band fastener.
Zipper closures are guaranteed
for the life of the garments.
All fabrics are Sanforized and
can be laundered by any method.

PILLSBURY 5 Lb. 49c

BABY FOOD Jar 10c
ARMOUR'S STAR

LIBBYS FROZEN

ORANGE TUCE 12 oz. Can .. 39c
MORTONS APPLE CHERRY

22 oz.

PIES

39c

BOOTHS

CATFISH FILLETS LB. 55c

TREET 12oz.Can 45c
FREE GLASS
1WITH1-2 Lb. Pkg. 89c
17.A
AUK CHUM
LMON Tall Can 5k

Flour 10 Lk 97c
SCHOOL DAY 2SIEVE
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